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Survival modeling
• Regression (i.e., predict time to event) with (potentially) right-

censored data

1:4 P. Wang et al.

their time to event is greater than the observation time, we can only have the censored
time (C) which may be the time of withdrawn, lost or the end of the observation. They
are considered to be censored instances in the context of survival analysis. In other
words, here, we can only observe either survival time (Ti) or censored time (Ci) but
not both, for any given instance i. If and only if yi = min(Ti, Ci) can be observed during
the study, the dataset is said to be right-censored, which is a common scenario that
arises in many practical problems [Marubini and Valsecchi 2004].

In Figure 1, an illustrative example is given for a better understanding of the def-
inition of censoring and the structure of survival data. Six instances are observed in
this longitudinal study for 12 months and the event occurrence information during this
time period is recorded. From Figure 1, we can find that only subjects S4 and S6 have
experienced the event (marked by ‘X’) during the follow-up time and the observed time
for them is the event time. While the event did not occur within the 12 months period
for subjects S1, S2, S3 and S5, which are considered to be censored and marked by red
dots in the figure. More specifically, subjects S2 and S5 are censored since there was
no event occurred during the study period, while subjects S1 and S3 are censored due
to the withdrawal or being lost to follow-up within the study time period.

Fig. 1: An illustration to demonstrate the survival analysis problem.

Problem Statement: For a given instance i, represented by a triplet (Xi, yi, �i),
where Xi 2 R1⇥P is the feature vector; �i is the binary event indicator, i.e., �i = 1 for
an uncensored instance and �i = 0 for a censored instance; and yi denotes the observed
time and is equal to the survival time Ti for an uncensored instance and Ci otherwise,
i.e.,

yi =

⇢
Ti if �i = 1
Ci if �i = 0

(1)

It should be noted that Ti is a latent value for censored instances since these instances
did not experience any event during the observation time period.

The goal of survival analysis is to estimate the time to the event of interest Tj for
a new instance j with feature predictors denoted by Xj . It should be noted that, in
survival analysis problem, the value of Tj will be both non-negative and continuous.

2.2. Survival and Hazard Function
The survival function, which is used to represent the probability that the time to the
event of interest is not earlier than a specified time t [Lee and Wang 2003; Klein and
Moeschberger 2005], is one of the primary goals in survival analysis. Conventionally,
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Event occurrence
e.g., death, divorce, college graduation

Censoring

T



Why might censorship occur?

• Person does not experience event before 
study ends

• Person lost to follow-up during study period
• Person withdraws from the study because of

death (if death is not event of interest) or
some other reason (e.g. adverse drug 
reaction)

[Kleinbaum & Klein. Survival Analysis: A Self-Learning Text. Springer, 2005]



Notation and formalization
• f(t|x), the probability of death/failure at time t, conditioned 

on x
• Survival function is 1 – (f’s CDF):

[Ha, Jeong, Lee. Statistical Modeling of Survival Data with Random Effects. Springer 2017]
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survival function is represented by S, which is given as follows:

S(t) = Pr(T � t). (2)

The survival function monotonically decreases with t, and the initial value is 1 when
t = 0, which represents the fact that, in the beginning of the observation, 100% of the
observed subjects survive; in other words, none of the events of interest have occurred.

On the contrary, the cumulative death distribution function F (t), which represents
the probability that the event of interest occurs earlier than t, is defined as F (t) =
1� S(t), and death density function can be obtained as f(t) = d

dtF (t) for continuous
cases, and f(t) = [F (t+�t)� F (t)]/�t, where �t denotes a small time interval, for
discrete cases. Figure 2 shows the relationship among these functions.

Time in years

Fig. 2: Relationship among different entities f(t), F (t) and S(t).

In survival analysis, another commonly used function is the hazard function (h(t)),
which is also called the force of mortality, the instantaneous death rate or the condi-
tional failure rate [Dunn and Clark 2009]. The hazard function does not indicate the
chance or probability of the event of interest, but instead it is the rate of event at time
t given that no event occurred before time t. Mathematically, the hazard function is
defined as:

h(t) = lim
�t!0

Pr(t  T < t+�t | T � t)

�t
= lim

�t!0

F (t+�t)� F (t)

�t · S(t) =
f(t)

S(t)
(3)

Similar to S(t), h(t) is also a non-negative function. While all the survival functions,
S(t), decrease over time, the hazard function can have a variety of shapes. Consider
the definition of f(t), which can also be expressed as f(t) = � d

dtS(t), so the hazard
function can be represented as:

h(t) =
f(t)

S(t)
= � d

dt
S(t) · 1

S(t)
= � d

dt
[lnS(t)]. (4)

Thus, the survival function defined in Eq. (2) can be rewritten as

S(t) = exp(�H(t)) (5)
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S(t | x) = P (T > t | x) =
Z 1

u=t
f(u | x)du

S(0) = 1

S(1) = 0



Kaplan-Meier estimator of survival 
function S(t)=P(T > t)

• Example of a non-parametric method; good for 
unconditional density estimation

We let d denote a (0,1) random variable
indicating either censorship or failure. A per-
son who does not fail, that is, does not get the
event during the study period, must have been
censored either before or at the end of the
study.

The survivor function, denoted by S(t), gives
the probability that the random variable T
exceeds the specified time t.

Theoretically, as t ranges from 0 up to infinity,
the survivor function is graphed as a decreas-
ing smooth curve, which begins at S(t) ¼ 1 at
t ¼ 0 and heads downward toward zero as
t increases toward infinity.

In practice, using data, we usually obtain esti-
mated survivor curves that are step functions,
as illustrated here, rather than smooth curves.

The hazard function, denoted by h(t), gives the
instantaneous potential per unit time for
the event to occur given that the individual
has survived up to time t.

In contrast to the survivor function, which
focuses on not failing, the hazard function
focuses on failing; in other words, the higher
the average hazard, the worse the impact on
survival. The hazard is a rate, rather than a
probability. Thus, the values of the hazard
function range between zero and infinity.

Regardless of which function S(t) or h(t) one
prefers, there is a clearly defined relation-
ship between the two. In fact, if one knows
the form of S(t), one can derive the corres-
ponding h(t), and vice versa.

d ¼ 0, 1ð Þ random variable

¼ 1 if failure
0 if censored

!

S tð Þ ¼ survivor function

¼ Pr T > tð Þ

1

0

Theoretical S(t)

t

S(t)

S(0)

S(¥)

¥

S(t)

S(t) in practice

t

1

0 Study end

h tð Þ ¼ hazard function

¼ instantaneous potential

given survival up to time t

Not failing

FailingS(t)

h(t)

h(t) is a rate: 0 to 1

h(t)S(t)
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Estimated 
survival 

probability

[Kleinbaum & Klein. Survival Analysis: A Self-Learning Text. Springer, 2005]



Kaplan-Meier estimator of survival 
function S(t)=P(T > t)

The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.

60 2. Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves and the Log-Rank Test

[Kleinbaum & Klein. Survival Analysis: A Self-Learning Text. Springer, 2005]
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II. An Example of
Kaplan-Meier Curves

The data for this example derive from a study
of the remission times in weeks for two groups
of leukemia patients, with 21 patients in each
group. Group 1 is the treatment group and
group 2 is the placebo group. The basic question
of interest concerns comparing the survival
experience of the two groups.

Of the 21 persons in group 1, 9 failed during the
study period and 12 were censored. In contrast,
none of the data in group 2 are censored; that
is, all 21 persons in the placebo group went out
of remission during the study period.

In Chapter 1, we observed for this data set that
group 1 appears to have better survival progno-
sis than group 2, suggesting that the treatment
is effective. This conclusion was supported by
descriptive statistics for the average survival
time and average hazard rate shown. Note,
however, that descriptive statistics provide
overall comparisons but do not compare the
two groups at different times of follow-up.

EXAMPLE

The data: remission times (weeks) for
two groups of leukemia patients

Group 1 (n ¼ 21)
treatment

Group 2 (n ¼ 21)
placebo

6, 6, 6, 7, 10, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,
13, 16, 22, 23, 4, 4, 5, 5,
6þ, 9þ, 10þ, 11þ, 8, 8, 8, 8,
17þ, 19þ, 20þ, 11, 11, 12, 12,
25þ, 32þ, 32þ, 15, 17, 22, 23
34þ, 35þ,

Note: þ denotes censored

# failed # censored Total

Group 1 9 12 21
Group 2 21 0 21

Descriptive statistics:

!T1 ignoringþ 0sð Þ ¼ 17:1; !T2 ¼ 8:6

!h1 ¼ :025; !h2 ¼ :115;
!h2
!h1

¼ 4:6
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A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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# at risk

nf

By default, we always include t=0
with nf = n

[Freireich et al. The Effect of 6-Mercaptopurine on the Duration of Steroid-Induced 
Remissions in Acute Leukemia: A Model for Evaluation of Other Potentially Useful 
Therapy. Blood, 21: 699-716, 1963]



II. An Example of
Kaplan-Meier Curves

The data for this example derive from a study
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A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

62 2. Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves and the Log-Rank Test

The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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# at risk

nf

At t=1 there are 2 failure events 
(and no censoring events)



II. An Example of
Kaplan-Meier Curves

The data for this example derive from a study
of the remission times in weeks for two groups
of leukemia patients, with 21 patients in each
group. Group 1 is the treatment group and
group 2 is the placebo group. The basic question
of interest concerns comparing the survival
experience of the two groups.

Of the 21 persons in group 1, 9 failed during the
study period and 12 were censored. In contrast,
none of the data in group 2 are censored; that
is, all 21 persons in the placebo group went out
of remission during the study period.

In Chapter 1, we observed for this data set that
group 1 appears to have better survival progno-
sis than group 2, suggesting that the treatment
is effective. This conclusion was supported by
descriptive statistics for the average survival
time and average hazard rate shown. Note,
however, that descriptive statistics provide
overall comparisons but do not compare the
two groups at different times of follow-up.

EXAMPLE

The data: remission times (weeks) for
two groups of leukemia patients

Group 1 (n ¼ 21)
treatment

Group 2 (n ¼ 21)
placebo

6, 6, 6, 7, 10, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,
13, 16, 22, 23, 4, 4, 5, 5,
6þ, 9þ, 10þ, 11þ, 8, 8, 8, 8,
17þ, 19þ, 20þ, 11, 11, 12, 12,
25þ, 32þ, 32þ, 15, 17, 22, 23
34þ, 35þ,

Note: þ denotes censored

# failed # censored Total

Group 1 9 12 21
Group 2 21 0 21

Descriptive statistics:

!T1 ignoringþ 0sð Þ ¼ 17:1; !T2 ¼ 8:6

!h1 ¼ :025; !h2 ¼ :115;
!h2
!h1

¼ 4:6
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A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

62 2. Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves and the Log-Rank Test

The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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# at risk

nf

Beginning at t=2 there are 19 
subjects still in the study,

and there are 2 failure events
(and no censoring events)



II. An Example of
Kaplan-Meier Curves

The data for this example derive from a study
of the remission times in weeks for two groups
of leukemia patients, with 21 patients in each
group. Group 1 is the treatment group and
group 2 is the placebo group. The basic question
of interest concerns comparing the survival
experience of the two groups.

Of the 21 persons in group 1, 9 failed during the
study period and 12 were censored. In contrast,
none of the data in group 2 are censored; that
is, all 21 persons in the placebo group went out
of remission during the study period.

In Chapter 1, we observed for this data set that
group 1 appears to have better survival progno-
sis than group 2, suggesting that the treatment
is effective. This conclusion was supported by
descriptive statistics for the average survival
time and average hazard rate shown. Note,
however, that descriptive statistics provide
overall comparisons but do not compare the
two groups at different times of follow-up.

EXAMPLE

The data: remission times (weeks) for
two groups of leukemia patients

Group 1 (n ¼ 21)
treatment

Group 2 (n ¼ 21)
placebo

6, 6, 6, 7, 10, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,
13, 16, 22, 23, 4, 4, 5, 5,
6þ, 9þ, 10þ, 11þ, 8, 8, 8, 8,
17þ, 19þ, 20þ, 11, 11, 12, 12,
25þ, 32þ, 32þ, 15, 17, 22, 23
34þ, 35þ,

Note: þ denotes censored

# failed # censored Total

Group 1 9 12 21
Group 2 21 0 21

Descriptive statistics:

!T1 ignoringþ 0sð Þ ¼ 17:1; !T2 ¼ 8:6

!h1 ¼ :025; !h2 ¼ :115;
!h2
!h1

¼ 4:6
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A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

62 2. Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves and the Log-Rank Test

The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:
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qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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II. An Example of
Kaplan-Meier Curves

The data for this example derive from a study
of the remission times in weeks for two groups
of leukemia patients, with 21 patients in each
group. Group 1 is the treatment group and
group 2 is the placebo group. The basic question
of interest concerns comparing the survival
experience of the two groups.

Of the 21 persons in group 1, 9 failed during the
study period and 12 were censored. In contrast,
none of the data in group 2 are censored; that
is, all 21 persons in the placebo group went out
of remission during the study period.

In Chapter 1, we observed for this data set that
group 1 appears to have better survival progno-
sis than group 2, suggesting that the treatment
is effective. This conclusion was supported by
descriptive statistics for the average survival
time and average hazard rate shown. Note,
however, that descriptive statistics provide
overall comparisons but do not compare the
two groups at different times of follow-up.

EXAMPLE

The data: remission times (weeks) for
two groups of leukemia patients

Group 1 (n ¼ 21)
treatment

Group 2 (n ¼ 21)
placebo

6, 6, 6, 7, 10, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,
13, 16, 22, 23, 4, 4, 5, 5,
6þ, 9þ, 10þ, 11þ, 8, 8, 8, 8,
17þ, 19þ, 20þ, 11, 11, 12, 12,
25þ, 32þ, 32þ, 15, 17, 22, 23
34þ, 35þ,

Note: þ denotes censored

# failed # censored Total

Group 1 9 12 21
Group 2 21 0 21

Descriptive statistics:

!T1 ignoringþ 0sð Þ ¼ 17:1; !T2 ¼ 8:6

!h1 ¼ :025; !h2 ¼ :115;
!h2
!h1

¼ 4:6
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A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
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n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp
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Risk
set,
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t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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II. An Example of
Kaplan-Meier Curves

The data for this example derive from a study
of the remission times in weeks for two groups
of leukemia patients, with 21 patients in each
group. Group 1 is the treatment group and
group 2 is the placebo group. The basic question
of interest concerns comparing the survival
experience of the two groups.

Of the 21 persons in group 1, 9 failed during the
study period and 12 were censored. In contrast,
none of the data in group 2 are censored; that
is, all 21 persons in the placebo group went out
of remission during the study period.

In Chapter 1, we observed for this data set that
group 1 appears to have better survival progno-
sis than group 2, suggesting that the treatment
is effective. This conclusion was supported by
descriptive statistics for the average survival
time and average hazard rate shown. Note,
however, that descriptive statistics provide
overall comparisons but do not compare the
two groups at different times of follow-up.

EXAMPLE

The data: remission times (weeks) for
two groups of leukemia patients

Group 1 (n ¼ 21)
treatment

Group 2 (n ¼ 21)
placebo

6, 6, 6, 7, 10, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,
13, 16, 22, 23, 4, 4, 5, 5,
6þ, 9þ, 10þ, 11þ, 8, 8, 8, 8,
17þ, 19þ, 20þ, 11, 11, 12, 12,
25þ, 32þ, 32þ, 15, 17, 22, 23
34þ, 35þ,

Note: þ denotes censored

# failed # censored Total

Group 1 9 12 21
Group 2 21 0 21

Descriptive statistics:

!T1 ignoringþ 0sð Þ ¼ 17:1; !T2 ¼ 8:6

!h1 ¼ :025; !h2 ¼ :115;
!h2
!h1

¼ 4:6
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A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

62 2. Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves and the Log-Rank Test

The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
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frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.
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# at risk

nf

A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00
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Ŝ(t(f)) =
# surviving past t(f)

n
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than simply throw away all the information
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The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.
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nf

A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00
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A plot of the KM survival probabilities
corresponding to each ordered failure time is
shown here for group 2. Empirical plots such
as this one are typically plotted as a step func-
tion that starts with a horizontal line at a sur-
vival probability of 1 and then steps down to
the other survival probabilities as we move
from one ordered failure time to another.

We now describe how the survival probabilities
for the group 2 data are computed. Recall that
a survival probability gives the probability that
a study subject survives past a specified time.

Thus, considering the group 2 data, the pro-
bability of surviving past zero is unity, as it
will always be for any data set.

Similarly, the next probability concerns sub-
jects surviving past 2 weeks, which is 17/21
(or. 81) because 2 subjects failed at 1 week and
2 subjects failed at 2 weeks leaving 17 out of the
original 21 subjects surviving past 2 weeks.

The remaining survival probabilities in the
table are computed in the same manner, that
is, we count the number of subjects surviving
past the specified time being considered and
divide this number by 21, the number of sub-
jects at the start of follow-up.

Recall that no subject in group 2 was censored,
so the q column for group 2 consists entirely
of zeros. If some of the q’s had been nonzero,
an alternative formula for computing survival
probabilities would be needed. This alterna-
tive formula is called the Kaplan-Meier (KM)
approach and can be illustrated using the
group 2 data even though all values of q are
zero.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

KM Curve for Group 2 (Placebo)

1

0 5

.5

10 15 20
Weeks

S(t)

S(t) ¼ Pr (T > t)

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Š (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

Ŝðtðf ÞÞ ¼
# surviving past tðf Þ

21

No censorship in group 2
Alternative formula: KM approach

Presentation: II. An Example of Kaplan-Meier Curves 63

Next, the probability of surviving past the
first ordered failure time of 1 week is given by
19/21 or (.90) because 2 people failed at 1 week,
so that 19 people from the original 21 remain
as survivors past 1 week.

1 from t=0 to t=1
Drops to .90 at t=1

Ŝ(t(f)) =
# surviving past t(f)

n

Kaplan-Meier curve
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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shown here for group 2. Empirical plots such
as this one are typically plotted as a step func-
tion that starts with a horizontal line at a sur-
vival probability of 1 and then steps down to
the other survival probabilities as we move
from one ordered failure time to another.

We now describe how the survival probabilities
for the group 2 data are computed. Recall that
a survival probability gives the probability that
a study subject survives past a specified time.

Thus, considering the group 2 data, the pro-
bability of surviving past zero is unity, as it
will always be for any data set.

Similarly, the next probability concerns sub-
jects surviving past 2 weeks, which is 17/21
(or. 81) because 2 subjects failed at 1 week and
2 subjects failed at 2 weeks leaving 17 out of the
original 21 subjects surviving past 2 weeks.

The remaining survival probabilities in the
table are computed in the same manner, that
is, we count the number of subjects surviving
past the specified time being considered and
divide this number by 21, the number of sub-
jects at the start of follow-up.

Recall that no subject in group 2 was censored,
so the q column for group 2 consists entirely
of zeros. If some of the q’s had been nonzero,
an alternative formula for computing survival
probabilities would be needed. This alterna-
tive formula is called the Kaplan-Meier (KM)
approach and can be illustrated using the
group 2 data even though all values of q are
zero.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

KM Curve for Group 2 (Placebo)

1

0 5

.5

10 15 20
Weeks

S(t)

S(t) ¼ Pr (T > t)

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Š (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

Ŝðtðf ÞÞ ¼
# surviving past tðf Þ

21

No censorship in group 2
Alternative formula: KM approach
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Next, the probability of surviving past the
first ordered failure time of 1 week is given by
19/21 or (.90) because 2 people failed at 1 week,
so that 19 people from the original 21 remain
as survivors past 1 week.

Stays at .90 from t=1 to 
next event time (t=2)

Drops to .81 at t=2

Ŝ(t(f)) =
# surviving past t(f)

n

Kaplan-Meier curve
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
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The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.
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Table of ordered failures:
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of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:
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layout:
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failure
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# censored in
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Risk
set,
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t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
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t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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# at risk

nf

A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

62 2. Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves and the Log-Rank Test

A plot of the KM survival probabilities
corresponding to each ordered failure time is
shown here for group 2. Empirical plots such
as this one are typically plotted as a step func-
tion that starts with a horizontal line at a sur-
vival probability of 1 and then steps down to
the other survival probabilities as we move
from one ordered failure time to another.

We now describe how the survival probabilities
for the group 2 data are computed. Recall that
a survival probability gives the probability that
a study subject survives past a specified time.

Thus, considering the group 2 data, the pro-
bability of surviving past zero is unity, as it
will always be for any data set.

Similarly, the next probability concerns sub-
jects surviving past 2 weeks, which is 17/21
(or. 81) because 2 subjects failed at 1 week and
2 subjects failed at 2 weeks leaving 17 out of the
original 21 subjects surviving past 2 weeks.

The remaining survival probabilities in the
table are computed in the same manner, that
is, we count the number of subjects surviving
past the specified time being considered and
divide this number by 21, the number of sub-
jects at the start of follow-up.

Recall that no subject in group 2 was censored,
so the q column for group 2 consists entirely
of zeros. If some of the q’s had been nonzero,
an alternative formula for computing survival
probabilities would be needed. This alterna-
tive formula is called the Kaplan-Meier (KM)
approach and can be illustrated using the
group 2 data even though all values of q are
zero.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

KM Curve for Group 2 (Placebo)

1

0 5

.5

10 15 20
Weeks

S(t)

S(t) ¼ Pr (T > t)

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Š (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

Ŝðtðf ÞÞ ¼
# surviving past tðf Þ

21

No censorship in group 2
Alternative formula: KM approach
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Next, the probability of surviving past the
first ordered failure time of 1 week is given by
19/21 or (.90) because 2 people failed at 1 week,
so that 19 people from the original 21 remain
as survivors past 1 week.

Stays at .81 from t=2 to 
next event time (t=3)

Drops to .76 at t=3

Ŝ(t(f)) =
# surviving past t(f)

n

Kaplan-Meier curve
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.
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Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.
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up to but not including the next failure time,
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risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
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time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
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KM method in the next section by way of an
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of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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# at risk

nf

A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

62 2. Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves and the Log-Rank Test

A plot of the KM survival probabilities
corresponding to each ordered failure time is
shown here for group 2. Empirical plots such
as this one are typically plotted as a step func-
tion that starts with a horizontal line at a sur-
vival probability of 1 and then steps down to
the other survival probabilities as we move
from one ordered failure time to another.

We now describe how the survival probabilities
for the group 2 data are computed. Recall that
a survival probability gives the probability that
a study subject survives past a specified time.

Thus, considering the group 2 data, the pro-
bability of surviving past zero is unity, as it
will always be for any data set.

Similarly, the next probability concerns sub-
jects surviving past 2 weeks, which is 17/21
(or. 81) because 2 subjects failed at 1 week and
2 subjects failed at 2 weeks leaving 17 out of the
original 21 subjects surviving past 2 weeks.

The remaining survival probabilities in the
table are computed in the same manner, that
is, we count the number of subjects surviving
past the specified time being considered and
divide this number by 21, the number of sub-
jects at the start of follow-up.

Recall that no subject in group 2 was censored,
so the q column for group 2 consists entirely
of zeros. If some of the q’s had been nonzero,
an alternative formula for computing survival
probabilities would be needed. This alterna-
tive formula is called the Kaplan-Meier (KM)
approach and can be illustrated using the
group 2 data even though all values of q are
zero.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

KM Curve for Group 2 (Placebo)

1

0 5

.5

10 15 20
Weeks

S(t)

S(t) ¼ Pr (T > t)

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Š (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

Ŝðtðf ÞÞ ¼
# surviving past tðf Þ

21

No censorship in group 2
Alternative formula: KM approach
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Next, the probability of surviving past the
first ordered failure time of 1 week is given by
19/21 or (.90) because 2 people failed at 1 week,
so that 19 people from the original 21 remain
as survivors past 1 week.

Stays at .57 from 
t=5 to next event 
time (t=8)

Drops to .38 
at t=8

Ŝ(t(f)) =
# surviving past t(f)

n

Kaplan-Meier curve
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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# at risk

nf

A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00
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Ŝ(t(f)) =
# surviving past t(f)

n

A plot of the KM survival probabilities
corresponding to each ordered failure time is
shown here for group 2. Empirical plots such
as this one are typically plotted as a step func-
tion that starts with a horizontal line at a sur-
vival probability of 1 and then steps down to
the other survival probabilities as we move
from one ordered failure time to another.

We now describe how the survival probabilities
for the group 2 data are computed. Recall that
a survival probability gives the probability that
a study subject survives past a specified time.

Thus, considering the group 2 data, the pro-
bability of surviving past zero is unity, as it
will always be for any data set.

Similarly, the next probability concerns sub-
jects surviving past 2 weeks, which is 17/21
(or. 81) because 2 subjects failed at 1 week and
2 subjects failed at 2 weeks leaving 17 out of the
original 21 subjects surviving past 2 weeks.

The remaining survival probabilities in the
table are computed in the same manner, that
is, we count the number of subjects surviving
past the specified time being considered and
divide this number by 21, the number of sub-
jects at the start of follow-up.

Recall that no subject in group 2 was censored,
so the q column for group 2 consists entirely
of zeros. If some of the q’s had been nonzero,
an alternative formula for computing survival
probabilities would be needed. This alterna-
tive formula is called the Kaplan-Meier (KM)
approach and can be illustrated using the
group 2 data even though all values of q are
zero.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

KM Curve for Group 2 (Placebo)

1

0 5

.5

10 15 20
Weeks

S(t)

S(t) ¼ Pr (T > t)

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Š (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

Ŝðtðf ÞÞ ¼
# surviving past tðf Þ

21

No censorship in group 2
Alternative formula: KM approach
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Next, the probability of surviving past the
first ordered failure time of 1 week is given by
19/21 or (.90) because 2 people failed at 1 week,
so that 19 people from the original 21 remain
as survivors past 1 week.

Kaplan-Meier curve



II. An Example of
Kaplan-Meier Curves

The data for this example derive from a study
of the remission times in weeks for two groups
of leukemia patients, with 21 patients in each
group. Group 1 is the treatment group and
group 2 is the placebo group. The basic question
of interest concerns comparing the survival
experience of the two groups.

Of the 21 persons in group 1, 9 failed during the
study period and 12 were censored. In contrast,
none of the data in group 2 are censored; that
is, all 21 persons in the placebo group went out
of remission during the study period.

In Chapter 1, we observed for this data set that
group 1 appears to have better survival progno-
sis than group 2, suggesting that the treatment
is effective. This conclusion was supported by
descriptive statistics for the average survival
time and average hazard rate shown. Note,
however, that descriptive statistics provide
overall comparisons but do not compare the
two groups at different times of follow-up.

EXAMPLE

The data: remission times (weeks) for
two groups of leukemia patients

Group 1 (n ¼ 21)
treatment

Group 2 (n ¼ 21)
placebo

6, 6, 6, 7, 10, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,
13, 16, 22, 23, 4, 4, 5, 5,
6þ, 9þ, 10þ, 11þ, 8, 8, 8, 8,
17þ, 19þ, 20þ, 11, 11, 12, 12,
25þ, 32þ, 32þ, 15, 17, 22, 23
34þ, 35þ,

Note: þ denotes censored

# failed # censored Total

Group 1 9 12 21
Group 2 21 0 21

Descriptive statistics:

!T1 ignoringþ 0sð Þ ¼ 17:1; !T2 ¼ 8:6

!h1 ¼ :025; !h2 ¼ :115;
!h2
!h1

¼ 4:6
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[Kleinbaum & Klein. Survival Analysis: A Self-Learning Text. Springer, 2005]

The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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# at risk

nf

A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00
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At t=6 there are 3 failure events 
and 1 censoring event



II. An Example of
Kaplan-Meier Curves

The data for this example derive from a study
of the remission times in weeks for two groups
of leukemia patients, with 21 patients in each
group. Group 1 is the treatment group and
group 2 is the placebo group. The basic question
of interest concerns comparing the survival
experience of the two groups.

Of the 21 persons in group 1, 9 failed during the
study period and 12 were censored. In contrast,
none of the data in group 2 are censored; that
is, all 21 persons in the placebo group went out
of remission during the study period.

In Chapter 1, we observed for this data set that
group 1 appears to have better survival progno-
sis than group 2, suggesting that the treatment
is effective. This conclusion was supported by
descriptive statistics for the average survival
time and average hazard rate shown. Note,
however, that descriptive statistics provide
overall comparisons but do not compare the
two groups at different times of follow-up.

EXAMPLE

The data: remission times (weeks) for
two groups of leukemia patients

Group 1 (n ¼ 21)
treatment

Group 2 (n ¼ 21)
placebo

6, 6, 6, 7, 10, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,
13, 16, 22, 23, 4, 4, 5, 5,
6þ, 9þ, 10þ, 11þ, 8, 8, 8, 8,
17þ, 19þ, 20þ, 11, 11, 12, 12,
25þ, 32þ, 32þ, 15, 17, 22, 23
34þ, 35þ,

Note: þ denotes censored

# failed # censored Total

Group 1 9 12 21
Group 2 21 0 21

Descriptive statistics:

!T1 ignoringþ 0sð Þ ¼ 17:1; !T2 ¼ 8:6

!h1 ¼ :025; !h2 ¼ :115;
!h2
!h1

¼ 4:6
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[Kleinbaum & Klein. Survival Analysis: A Self-Learning Text. Springer, 2005]

The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp
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layout:
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" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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# at risk

nf

A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00
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Beginning at t=7 there are 17 
subjects still in the study

Between t=7 and t=10 there is 1 
failure event and 1 censoring event



II. An Example of
Kaplan-Meier Curves

The data for this example derive from a study
of the remission times in weeks for two groups
of leukemia patients, with 21 patients in each
group. Group 1 is the treatment group and
group 2 is the placebo group. The basic question
of interest concerns comparing the survival
experience of the two groups.

Of the 21 persons in group 1, 9 failed during the
study period and 12 were censored. In contrast,
none of the data in group 2 are censored; that
is, all 21 persons in the placebo group went out
of remission during the study period.

In Chapter 1, we observed for this data set that
group 1 appears to have better survival progno-
sis than group 2, suggesting that the treatment
is effective. This conclusion was supported by
descriptive statistics for the average survival
time and average hazard rate shown. Note,
however, that descriptive statistics provide
overall comparisons but do not compare the
two groups at different times of follow-up.

EXAMPLE

The data: remission times (weeks) for
two groups of leukemia patients

Group 1 (n ¼ 21)
treatment

Group 2 (n ¼ 21)
placebo

6, 6, 6, 7, 10, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,
13, 16, 22, 23, 4, 4, 5, 5,
6þ, 9þ, 10þ, 11þ, 8, 8, 8, 8,
17þ, 19þ, 20þ, 11, 11, 12, 12,
25þ, 32þ, 32þ, 15, 17, 22, 23
34þ, 35þ,

Note: þ denotes censored

# failed # censored Total

Group 1 9 12 21
Group 2 21 0 21

Descriptive statistics:

!T1 ignoringþ 0sð Þ ¼ 17:1; !T2 ¼ 8:6

!h1 ¼ :025; !h2 ¼ :115;
!h2
!h1

¼ 4:6
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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# at risk

nf

A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00
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What are nf, mf, and qf
for t(f)=13?



II. An Example of
Kaplan-Meier Curves

The data for this example derive from a study
of the remission times in weeks for two groups
of leukemia patients, with 21 patients in each
group. Group 1 is the treatment group and
group 2 is the placebo group. The basic question
of interest concerns comparing the survival
experience of the two groups.

Of the 21 persons in group 1, 9 failed during the
study period and 12 were censored. In contrast,
none of the data in group 2 are censored; that
is, all 21 persons in the placebo group went out
of remission during the study period.

In Chapter 1, we observed for this data set that
group 1 appears to have better survival progno-
sis than group 2, suggesting that the treatment
is effective. This conclusion was supported by
descriptive statistics for the average survival
time and average hazard rate shown. Note,
however, that descriptive statistics provide
overall comparisons but do not compare the
two groups at different times of follow-up.

EXAMPLE

The data: remission times (weeks) for
two groups of leukemia patients

Group 1 (n ¼ 21)
treatment

Group 2 (n ¼ 21)
placebo

6, 6, 6, 7, 10, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,
13, 16, 22, 23, 4, 4, 5, 5,
6þ, 9þ, 10þ, 11þ, 8, 8, 8, 8,
17þ, 19þ, 20þ, 11, 11, 12, 12,
25þ, 32þ, 32þ, 15, 17, 22, 23
34þ, 35þ,

Note: þ denotes censored

# failed # censored Total

Group 1 9 12 21
Group 2 21 0 21

Descriptive statistics:

!T1 ignoringþ 0sð Þ ¼ 17:1; !T2 ¼ 8:6

!h1 ¼ :025; !h2 ¼ :115;
!h2
!h1

¼ 4:6
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.
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II. An Example of
Kaplan-Meier Curves

The data for this example derive from a study
of the remission times in weeks for two groups
of leukemia patients, with 21 patients in each
group. Group 1 is the treatment group and
group 2 is the placebo group. The basic question
of interest concerns comparing the survival
experience of the two groups.

Of the 21 persons in group 1, 9 failed during the
study period and 12 were censored. In contrast,
none of the data in group 2 are censored; that
is, all 21 persons in the placebo group went out
of remission during the study period.

In Chapter 1, we observed for this data set that
group 1 appears to have better survival progno-
sis than group 2, suggesting that the treatment
is effective. This conclusion was supported by
descriptive statistics for the average survival
time and average hazard rate shown. Note,
however, that descriptive statistics provide
overall comparisons but do not compare the
two groups at different times of follow-up.

EXAMPLE

The data: remission times (weeks) for
two groups of leukemia patients

Group 1 (n ¼ 21)
treatment

Group 2 (n ¼ 21)
placebo

6, 6, 6, 7, 10, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,
13, 16, 22, 23, 4, 4, 5, 5,
6þ, 9þ, 10þ, 11þ, 8, 8, 8, 8,
17þ, 19þ, 20þ, 11, 11, 12, 12,
25þ, 32þ, 32þ, 15, 17, 22, 23
34þ, 35þ,

Note: þ denotes censored

# failed # censored Total

Group 1 9 12 21
Group 2 21 0 21

Descriptive statistics:

!T1 ignoringþ 0sð Þ ¼ 17:1; !T2 ¼ 8:6

!h1 ¼ :025; !h2 ¼ :115;
!h2
!h1

¼ 4:6
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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# at risk

nf

A table of ordered failure times is shown here
for each group. These tables provide the basic
information for the computation of KM curves.

Each table begins with a survival time of zero,
even though no subject actually failed at the
start of follow-up. The reason for the zero is
to allow for the possibility that some subjects
might have been censored before the earliest
failure time.

Also, each table contains a column denoted as
nf that gives the number of subjects in the risk
set at the start of the interval. Given that the
risk set is defined as the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f),
it is assumed that nf includes those persons
failing at time t(f). In other words, nf counts
those subjects at risk for failing instanta-
neously prior to time t(f).

We now describe how to compute the KM
curve for the table for group 2. The computa-
tions for group 2 are quite straightforward
because there are no censored subjects for
this group.

The table of ordered failure times for group
2 is presented here again with the addition of
another column that contains survival proba-
bility estimates. These estimates are the KM
survival probabilities for this group. We will
discuss the computations of these probabilities
shortly.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Ordered failure times:

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
6 21 3 1
7 17 1 1
10 15 1 2
13 12 1 0
16 11 1 3
22 7 1 0
23 6 1 5
>23 — — —

Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf

0 21 0 0
1 21 2 0
2 19 2 0
3 17 1 0
4 16 2 0
5 14 2 0
8 12 4 0
11 8 2 0
12 6 2 0
15 4 1 0
17 3 1 0
22 2 1 0
23 1 1 0

Group 2: no censored subjects
Group 2 (placebo)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
1 21 2 0 19/21 ¼ .90
2 19 2 0 17/21 ¼ .81
3 17 1 0 16/21 ¼ .76
4 16 2 0 14/21 ¼ .67
5 14 2 0 12/21 ¼ .57
8 12 4 0 8/21 ¼ .38

11 8 2 0 6/21 ¼ .29
12 6 2 0 4/21 ¼ .19
15 4 1 0 3/21 ¼ .14
17 3 1 0 2/21 ¼ .10
22 2 1 0 1/21 ¼ .05
23 1 1 0 0/21 ¼ .00

62 2. Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves and the Log-Rank Test
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# at risk

nf
The other survival estimates are calculated by
multiplying the estimate for the immediately
preceding failure time by a fraction. For exam-
ple, the fraction is 18/21 for surviving past
week 6, because 21 subjects remain up to
week 6 and 3 of these subjects fail to survive
past week 6. The fraction is 16/17 for surviving
past week 7, because 17 people remain up to
week 7 and 1 of these fails to survive pastweek 7.
The other fractions are calculated similarly.

For a specified failure time t(f), the fractionmay
be generally expressed as the conditional prob-
ability of surviving past time t(f), given avail-
ability (i.e., in the risk set) at time t(f). This
is exactly the same formula that we previously
used to calculate each product term in the pro-
duct limit formula used for the group 2 data.

Note that a subject might not be available at
time t(f) for one of two reasons: (1) either the
subject has failed prior to t(f), or (2) the subject
has been censored prior to t(f). Group 1 has
censored observations, whereas group 2 does
not. Thus, for group 1, censored observations
have to be taken into account when determin-
ing the number available at t(f).

Plots of the KM curves for groups 1 and 2 are
shown here on the same graph. Notice that the
KM curve for group 1 is consistently higher
than the KM curve for group 2. These figures
indicate that group 1, which is the treatment
group, has better survival prognosis than group
2, the placebo group. Moreover, as the number
of weeks increases, the two curves appear to get
farther apart, suggesting that the beneficial
effects of the treatment over the placebo are
greater the longer one stays in remission.

The KM plots shown above can be easily
obtained from most computer packages that
perform survival analysis, including SAS, Stata,
SPSS, and R. All the user needs to do is provide
a KM computer program with the basic data
layout and then provide appropriate commands
to obtain plots.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1

6 21 3 1 1! 18
21

¼ :8571

7 17 1 1 :8571! 16
17

¼ :8067

10 15 1 2 :8067! 14

15
¼ :7529

13 12 1 0 :7529! 11

12
¼ :6902

16 11 1 3 :6902! 10

11
¼ :6275

22 7 1 0 :6275! 6

7
¼ :5378

23 6 1 5 :5378! 5

6
¼ :4482

Fraction at t(f ): Pr(T > t(f ) | T # t(f ))

Not available at t( f ): failed prior to t( f )
or
censored prior to t( f )

group 1 only

KM  Plots for Remission Data

Group 1 (treatment)

Group 2 (placebo)

0

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
8 16 24 32

Obtain KM plots from
computer package, e.g., SAS,

Stata,
SPSS
R
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Ŝ(t(f)) = Ŝ(t(f�1))⇥ P̂ r(T > t(f) | T � t(f))

Pr(surviving to time t) = Pr(surviving to time t-1) 
x Pr(surviving to time t | survived to time t-1)
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that indicates censorship status. The remain-
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person up to the time of censorship, rather
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ability (i.e., in the risk set) at time t(f). This
is exactly the same formula that we previously
used to calculate each product term in the pro-
duct limit formula used for the group 2 data.

Note that a subject might not be available at
time t(f) for one of two reasons: (1) either the
subject has failed prior to t(f), or (2) the subject
has been censored prior to t(f). Group 1 has
censored observations, whereas group 2 does
not. Thus, for group 1, censored observations
have to be taken into account when determin-
ing the number available at t(f).

Plots of the KM curves for groups 1 and 2 are
shown here on the same graph. Notice that the
KM curve for group 1 is consistently higher
than the KM curve for group 2. These figures
indicate that group 1, which is the treatment
group, has better survival prognosis than group
2, the placebo group. Moreover, as the number
of weeks increases, the two curves appear to get
farther apart, suggesting that the beneficial
effects of the treatment over the placebo are
greater the longer one stays in remission.

The KM plots shown above can be easily
obtained from most computer packages that
perform survival analysis, including SAS, Stata,
SPSS, and R. All the user needs to do is provide
a KM computer program with the basic data
layout and then provide appropriate commands
to obtain plots.
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The general data layout for a survival analysis
is given by the table shown here. The first col-
umn of the table identifies the study subjects.
The second column gives the observed survival
time information. The third column gives the
information for d, the dichotomous variable
that indicates censorship status. The remain-
der of the information in the table gives values
for explanatory variables of interest.

An alternative data layout is shown here. This
layout is the basis upon which Kaplan-Meier
survival curves are derived. The first column
in the table gives ordered survival times from
smallest to largest. The second column gives
frequency counts of failures at each distinct fail-
ure time. The third column gives frequency
counts, denoted by qf, of those persons censored
in the time interval starting with failure time t(f)
up to but not including the next failure time,
denoted by t(fþ1). The last column gives the
risk set, which denotes the collection of indivi-
duals who have survived at least to time t(f).

To estimate the survival probability at a given
time, we make use of the risk set at that time to
include the information we have on a censored
person up to the time of censorship, rather
than simply throw away all the information
on a censored person.

The actual computation of such a survival
probability can be carried out using the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. We introduce the
KM method in the next section by way of an
example.

General Data Layout:

Indiv. # t d X1 X2 . . . Xp

1 t1 d1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

2 t2 d2 X21 X22 . . . X2p

" " " " "
" " " " "
" " " " "
n tn dn Xn1 Xn2 . . . Xnp

Alternative (ordered) data
layout:

Ordered
failure
times,
t(f )

# of
failures

mf

# censored in
[t(f ), t(fþ1)),

qf

Risk
set,

R(t(f ))

t(0) ¼ 0 m0 ¼ 0 q0 R(t(0))
t(1) m1 q1 R(t(1))
t(2) m2 q2 R(t(2))
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
t(k) mk qk R(t(k))

Table of ordered failures:

$ Uses all information up to time
of censorship;

$ S(t) is derived from R(t).

Survival probability:
Use Kaplan-Meier (KM)
method.
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The other survival estimates are calculated by
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preceding failure time by a fraction. For exam-
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week 6 and 3 of these subjects fail to survive
past week 6. The fraction is 16/17 for surviving
past week 7, because 17 people remain up to
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used to calculate each product term in the pro-
duct limit formula used for the group 2 data.

Note that a subject might not be available at
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has been censored prior to t(f). Group 1 has
censored observations, whereas group 2 does
not. Thus, for group 1, censored observations
have to be taken into account when determin-
ing the number available at t(f).

Plots of the KM curves for groups 1 and 2 are
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than the KM curve for group 2. These figures
indicate that group 1, which is the treatment
group, has better survival prognosis than group
2, the placebo group. Moreover, as the number
of weeks increases, the two curves appear to get
farther apart, suggesting that the beneficial
effects of the treatment over the placebo are
greater the longer one stays in remission.
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The other survival estimates are calculated by
multiplying the estimate for the immediately
preceding failure time by a fraction. For exam-
ple, the fraction is 18/21 for surviving past
week 6, because 21 subjects remain up to
week 6 and 3 of these subjects fail to survive
past week 6. The fraction is 16/17 for surviving
past week 7, because 17 people remain up to
week 7 and 1 of these fails to survive pastweek 7.
The other fractions are calculated similarly.

For a specified failure time t(f), the fractionmay
be generally expressed as the conditional prob-
ability of surviving past time t(f), given avail-
ability (i.e., in the risk set) at time t(f). This
is exactly the same formula that we previously
used to calculate each product term in the pro-
duct limit formula used for the group 2 data.

Note that a subject might not be available at
time t(f) for one of two reasons: (1) either the
subject has failed prior to t(f), or (2) the subject
has been censored prior to t(f). Group 1 has
censored observations, whereas group 2 does
not. Thus, for group 1, censored observations
have to be taken into account when determin-
ing the number available at t(f).

Plots of the KM curves for groups 1 and 2 are
shown here on the same graph. Notice that the
KM curve for group 1 is consistently higher
than the KM curve for group 2. These figures
indicate that group 1, which is the treatment
group, has better survival prognosis than group
2, the placebo group. Moreover, as the number
of weeks increases, the two curves appear to get
farther apart, suggesting that the beneficial
effects of the treatment over the placebo are
greater the longer one stays in remission.

The KM plots shown above can be easily
obtained from most computer packages that
perform survival analysis, including SAS, Stata,
SPSS, and R. All the user needs to do is provide
a KM computer program with the basic data
layout and then provide appropriate commands
to obtain plots.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1

6 21 3 1 1! 18
21

¼ :8571

7 17 1 1 :8571! 16
17

¼ :8067

10 15 1 2 :8067! 14

15
¼ :7529

13 12 1 0 :7529! 11

12
¼ :6902

16 11 1 3 :6902! 10

11
¼ :6275

22 7 1 0 :6275! 6

7
¼ :5378

23 6 1 5 :5378! 5

6
¼ :4482

Fraction at t(f ): Pr(T > t(f ) | T # t(f ))

Not available at t( f ): failed prior to t( f )
or
censored prior to t( f )

group 1 only

KM  Plots for Remission Data
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Group 2 (placebo)
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Pr(surviving to time t) = Pr(surviving to time t-1) 
x Pr(surviving to time t | survived to time t-1)

Kaplan-Meier curve
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7
¼ :5378

23 6 1 5 :5378! 5

6
¼ :4482

Fraction at t(f ): Pr(T > t(f ) | T # t(f ))
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The other survival estimates are calculated by
multiplying the estimate for the immediately
preceding failure time by a fraction. For exam-
ple, the fraction is 18/21 for surviving past
week 6, because 21 subjects remain up to
week 6 and 3 of these subjects fail to survive
past week 6. The fraction is 16/17 for surviving
past week 7, because 17 people remain up to
week 7 and 1 of these fails to survive pastweek 7.
The other fractions are calculated similarly.

For a specified failure time t(f), the fractionmay
be generally expressed as the conditional prob-
ability of surviving past time t(f), given avail-
ability (i.e., in the risk set) at time t(f). This
is exactly the same formula that we previously
used to calculate each product term in the pro-
duct limit formula used for the group 2 data.

Note that a subject might not be available at
time t(f) for one of two reasons: (1) either the
subject has failed prior to t(f), or (2) the subject
has been censored prior to t(f). Group 1 has
censored observations, whereas group 2 does
not. Thus, for group 1, censored observations
have to be taken into account when determin-
ing the number available at t(f).

Plots of the KM curves for groups 1 and 2 are
shown here on the same graph. Notice that the
KM curve for group 1 is consistently higher
than the KM curve for group 2. These figures
indicate that group 1, which is the treatment
group, has better survival prognosis than group
2, the placebo group. Moreover, as the number
of weeks increases, the two curves appear to get
farther apart, suggesting that the beneficial
effects of the treatment over the placebo are
greater the longer one stays in remission.

The KM plots shown above can be easily
obtained from most computer packages that
perform survival analysis, including SAS, Stata,
SPSS, and R. All the user needs to do is provide
a KM computer program with the basic data
layout and then provide appropriate commands
to obtain plots.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1

6 21 3 1 1! 18
21

¼ :8571

7 17 1 1 :8571! 16
17
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10 15 1 2 :8067! 14

15
¼ :7529

13 12 1 0 :7529! 11

12
¼ :6902

16 11 1 3 :6902! 10

11
¼ :6275

22 7 1 0 :6275! 6

7
¼ :5378

23 6 1 5 :5378! 5

6
¼ :4482

Fraction at t(f ): Pr(T > t(f ) | T # t(f ))

Not available at t( f ): failed prior to t( f )
or
censored prior to t( f )

group 1 only
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The other survival estimates are calculated by
multiplying the estimate for the immediately
preceding failure time by a fraction. For exam-
ple, the fraction is 18/21 for surviving past
week 6, because 21 subjects remain up to
week 6 and 3 of these subjects fail to survive
past week 6. The fraction is 16/17 for surviving
past week 7, because 17 people remain up to
week 7 and 1 of these fails to survive pastweek 7.
The other fractions are calculated similarly.

For a specified failure time t(f), the fractionmay
be generally expressed as the conditional prob-
ability of surviving past time t(f), given avail-
ability (i.e., in the risk set) at time t(f). This
is exactly the same formula that we previously
used to calculate each product term in the pro-
duct limit formula used for the group 2 data.

Note that a subject might not be available at
time t(f) for one of two reasons: (1) either the
subject has failed prior to t(f), or (2) the subject
has been censored prior to t(f). Group 1 has
censored observations, whereas group 2 does
not. Thus, for group 1, censored observations
have to be taken into account when determin-
ing the number available at t(f).

Plots of the KM curves for groups 1 and 2 are
shown here on the same graph. Notice that the
KM curve for group 1 is consistently higher
than the KM curve for group 2. These figures
indicate that group 1, which is the treatment
group, has better survival prognosis than group
2, the placebo group. Moreover, as the number
of weeks increases, the two curves appear to get
farther apart, suggesting that the beneficial
effects of the treatment over the placebo are
greater the longer one stays in remission.

The KM plots shown above can be easily
obtained from most computer packages that
perform survival analysis, including SAS, Stata,
SPSS, and R. All the user needs to do is provide
a KM computer program with the basic data
layout and then provide appropriate commands
to obtain plots.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1
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Not available at t( f ): failed prior to t( f )
or
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The other survival estimates are calculated by
multiplying the estimate for the immediately
preceding failure time by a fraction. For exam-
ple, the fraction is 18/21 for surviving past
week 6, because 21 subjects remain up to
week 6 and 3 of these subjects fail to survive
past week 6. The fraction is 16/17 for surviving
past week 7, because 17 people remain up to
week 7 and 1 of these fails to survive pastweek 7.
The other fractions are calculated similarly.

For a specified failure time t(f), the fractionmay
be generally expressed as the conditional prob-
ability of surviving past time t(f), given avail-
ability (i.e., in the risk set) at time t(f). This
is exactly the same formula that we previously
used to calculate each product term in the pro-
duct limit formula used for the group 2 data.

Note that a subject might not be available at
time t(f) for one of two reasons: (1) either the
subject has failed prior to t(f), or (2) the subject
has been censored prior to t(f). Group 1 has
censored observations, whereas group 2 does
not. Thus, for group 1, censored observations
have to be taken into account when determin-
ing the number available at t(f).

Plots of the KM curves for groups 1 and 2 are
shown here on the same graph. Notice that the
KM curve for group 1 is consistently higher
than the KM curve for group 2. These figures
indicate that group 1, which is the treatment
group, has better survival prognosis than group
2, the placebo group. Moreover, as the number
of weeks increases, the two curves appear to get
farther apart, suggesting that the beneficial
effects of the treatment over the placebo are
greater the longer one stays in remission.

The KM plots shown above can be easily
obtained from most computer packages that
perform survival analysis, including SAS, Stata,
SPSS, and R. All the user needs to do is provide
a KM computer program with the basic data
layout and then provide appropriate commands
to obtain plots.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1

6 21 3 1 1! 18
21 ¼ :8571

7 17 1 1 :8571! 16
17 ¼ :8067

10 15 1 2 :8067!
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15 ¼ :7529

13 12 1 0 :7529!
11

12
¼ :6902

16 11 1 3 :6902!
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22 7 1 0 :6275!
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7 ¼ :5378

23 6 1 5 :5378!
5
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Not available at t( f ): failed prior to t( f )
or
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group 1 only
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The other survival estimates are calculated by
multiplying the estimate for the immediately
preceding failure time by a fraction. For exam-
ple, the fraction is 18/21 for surviving past
week 6, because 21 subjects remain up to
week 6 and 3 of these subjects fail to survive
past week 6. The fraction is 16/17 for surviving
past week 7, because 17 people remain up to
week 7 and 1 of these fails to survive pastweek 7.
The other fractions are calculated similarly.

For a specified failure time t(f), the fractionmay
be generally expressed as the conditional prob-
ability of surviving past time t(f), given avail-
ability (i.e., in the risk set) at time t(f). This
is exactly the same formula that we previously
used to calculate each product term in the pro-
duct limit formula used for the group 2 data.

Note that a subject might not be available at
time t(f) for one of two reasons: (1) either the
subject has failed prior to t(f), or (2) the subject
has been censored prior to t(f). Group 1 has
censored observations, whereas group 2 does
not. Thus, for group 1, censored observations
have to be taken into account when determin-
ing the number available at t(f).

Plots of the KM curves for groups 1 and 2 are
shown here on the same graph. Notice that the
KM curve for group 1 is consistently higher
than the KM curve for group 2. These figures
indicate that group 1, which is the treatment
group, has better survival prognosis than group
2, the placebo group. Moreover, as the number
of weeks increases, the two curves appear to get
farther apart, suggesting that the beneficial
effects of the treatment over the placebo are
greater the longer one stays in remission.

The KM plots shown above can be easily
obtained from most computer packages that
perform survival analysis, including SAS, Stata,
SPSS, and R. All the user needs to do is provide
a KM computer program with the basic data
layout and then provide appropriate commands
to obtain plots.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1

6 21 3 1 1! 18
21

¼ :8571

7 17 1 1 :8571! 16
17

¼ :8067

10 15 1 2 :8067! 14

15
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The other survival estimates are calculated by
multiplying the estimate for the immediately
preceding failure time by a fraction. For exam-
ple, the fraction is 18/21 for surviving past
week 6, because 21 subjects remain up to
week 6 and 3 of these subjects fail to survive
past week 6. The fraction is 16/17 for surviving
past week 7, because 17 people remain up to
week 7 and 1 of these fails to survive pastweek 7.
The other fractions are calculated similarly.

For a specified failure time t(f), the fractionmay
be generally expressed as the conditional prob-
ability of surviving past time t(f), given avail-
ability (i.e., in the risk set) at time t(f). This
is exactly the same formula that we previously
used to calculate each product term in the pro-
duct limit formula used for the group 2 data.

Note that a subject might not be available at
time t(f) for one of two reasons: (1) either the
subject has failed prior to t(f), or (2) the subject
has been censored prior to t(f). Group 1 has
censored observations, whereas group 2 does
not. Thus, for group 1, censored observations
have to be taken into account when determin-
ing the number available at t(f).

Plots of the KM curves for groups 1 and 2 are
shown here on the same graph. Notice that the
KM curve for group 1 is consistently higher
than the KM curve for group 2. These figures
indicate that group 1, which is the treatment
group, has better survival prognosis than group
2, the placebo group. Moreover, as the number
of weeks increases, the two curves appear to get
farther apart, suggesting that the beneficial
effects of the treatment over the placebo are
greater the longer one stays in remission.

The KM plots shown above can be easily
obtained from most computer packages that
perform survival analysis, including SAS, Stata,
SPSS, and R. All the user needs to do is provide
a KM computer program with the basic data
layout and then provide appropriate commands
to obtain plots.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

Group 1 (treatment)

t(f) nf mf qf Ŝ (t(f))

0 21 0 0 1

6 21 3 1 1! 18
21

¼ :8571

7 17 1 1 :8571! 16
17

¼ :8067

10 15 1 2 :8067! 14

15
¼ :7529

13 12 1 0 :7529! 11

12
¼ :6902

16 11 1 3 :6902! 10

11
¼ :6275

22 7 1 0 :6275! 6

7
¼ :5378

23 6 1 5 :5378! 5

6
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Fraction at t(f ): Pr(T > t(f ) | T # t(f ))

Not available at t( f ): failed prior to t( f )
or
censored prior to t( f )

group 1 only
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Kaplan-Meier estimator of survival 
function S(t)=P(T > t)

• Example of a non-parametric method; good for 
unconditional density estimation

[Figure credit: Rebecca Boiarsky]

Time t

Survival 
probability, 

S(t)

x=0 x=1 How do we compute 
confidence intervals for 
KM curves?
! Use Greenwood’s 

formula (see Ch. 2, VII, 
pgs 78-79)

Are these two curves 
statistically significantly 
different?
! Use log-rank test (see 

Ch. 2, IV, pgs 67-73)

[Kleinbaum & Klein. Survival Analysis: A 
Self-Learning Text. Springer, 2005]



Relationship between probability 
density, hazard, and survival functions

The second graph shows a hazard function that
is increasing over time. An example of this kind
of graph is called an increasing Weibull
model. Such a graph might be expected for
leukemia patients not responding to treatment,
where the event of interest is death. As survival
time increases for such a patient, and as the
prognosis accordingly worsens, the patient’s
potential for dying of the disease also increases.

In the third graph, the hazard function is
decreasing over time. An example of this kind
of graph is called a decreasing Weibull. Such
a graph might be expected when the event
is death in persons who are recovering from
surgery, because the potential for dying after
surgery usually decreases as the time after sur-
gery increases.

The fourth graph given shows a hazard func-
tion that is first increasing and then decreas-
ing. An example of this type of graph is the
lognormal survival model. We can expect
such a graph for tuberculosis patients, since
their potential for dying increases early in the
disease and decreases later.

Of the two functions we have considered, S(t)
and h(t), the survivor function is more natu-
rally appealing for analysis of survival data,
simply because S(t) directly describes the sur-
vival experience of a study cohort.

However, the hazard function is also of interest
for the following reasons:

! it is a measure of instantaneous potential
whereas a survival curve is a cumulative
measure over time;

! it may be used to identify a specific model
form, such as an exponential, a Weibull, or
a lognormal curve that fits one’s data;

! it is the vehicle by which mathematical
modeling of survival data is carried out;
that is, the survival model is usually written
in terms of the hazard function.

EXAMPLE: (continued)

t

Weibull

t

Weibull

t

lognormal

h(t) for leukemia
patients

h(t) for Persons
recovering from
surgery

h(t) for TB
patients

2

3

4

S(t): directly describes survival
h(t): ! a measure of

instantaneous potential
! identify specific model

form
! math model for survival

analysis

14 1. Introduction to Survival Analysis

When we take the limit of the right-side expres-
sion as the time interval approaches zero, we
are essentially getting an expression for the
instantaneous probability of failing at time t
per unit time. Another way of saying this is
that the conditional failure rate or hazard func-
tion h(t) gives the instantaneous potential for
failing at time t per unit time, given survival up
to time t.

As with a survivor function, the hazard func-
tion h(t) can be graphed as t ranges over vari-
ous values. The graph at the left illustrates
three different hazards. In contrast to a survi-
vor function, the graph of h(t) does not have to
start at 1 and go down to zero, but rather can
start anywhere and go up and down in any
direction over time. In particular, for a speci-
fied value of t, the hazard function h(t) has the
following characteristics:

! it is always nonnegative, that is, equal to or
greater than zero;

! it has no upper bound.

These two features follow from the ratio
expression in the formula for h(t), because
both the probability in the numerator and the
Dt in the denominator are nonnegative, and
since Dt can range between 0 and 1.

Now we show some graphs of different types of
hazard functions. The first graph given shows a
constant hazard for a study of healthy persons.
In this graph, no matter what value of t is spe-
cified, h(t) equals the same value—in this exam-
ple, l. Note that for a person who continues
to be healthy throughout the study period, his/
her instantaneous potential for becoming ill
at any time during the period remains constant
throughout the follow-up period. When the
hazard function is constant, we say that the
survival model is exponential. This term fol-
lows from the relationship between the survivor
function and the hazard function. We will
return to this relationship later.

h(t) = P(t£ T < t +∆ t | T ≥ t) lim
∆t→0 ∆ t

Gives
instantaneous
potential

h(t)

0 t

Hazrd functions

! h(t) " 0
! h(t) has no upper bound

EXAMPLE

t

h(t) for healthy
persons λ

Constant hazard
(exponential model)

1
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[Kleinbaum & Klein. Survival Analysis: A Self-
Learning Text. Springer, 2005]

h(t) = � if and only if

S(t) = e��t

Recall S(t) =

Z 1

u=t
f(u)du

h(t) =
�d[S(t)]/dt

S(t)

The hazard function h(t) is:



Commonly used parametric survival 
models2.1 Hazard and Survival Function 11

Table 2.1 Useful parametric distributions for survival analysis
Distribution Hazard rate λ(t) Survival function

S(t)
Density function f (t)

Exponential (λ > 0) λ exp(−λt) λ exp(−λt)

Weibull (λ,φ > 0) λφtφ−1 exp(−λtφ) λφtφ−1 exp(−λtφ)

Log-normal
(σ > 0,µ ∈ R)

f (t)/S(t) 1 − !{(lnt − µ)/σ} ϕ{(lnt − µ)/σ}(σt)−1

Log-logistic
(λ > 0,φ > 0)

(λφtφ−1)/(1+ λtφ) 1/(1+ λtφ) (λφtφ−1)/(1+ λtφ)2

Gamma (λ,φ > 0) f (t)/S(t) 1 − I (λt,φ) {λφ/"(φ)}tφ−1 exp(−λt)

Gompertz
(λ,φ > 0)

λeφt exp{ λ
φ (1 − eφt )} λeφt exp{ λ

φ (1 − eφt )}

!(·) [ϕ(·)], c.d.f [p.d.f.] of N(0,1); I (x,φ) = 1
"(φ)

∫ x
0 uφ−1e−udu, incomplete gamma function

we have
f (t) = λφtφ−1 exp(−λtφ) t ≥ 0.

Note that
log{− log S(t)} = logλ + φ log t,

which is used for checking the Weibull model.
Table2.1 summarizes useful parametric distributions including exponential,

Weibull, log-normal, log-logistic, gamma, and Gompertz. These parametric distribu-
tions have been implemented in the survreg() function in the R package survival
as we see in Sect. 2.4.

Percentile of Distribution

Inmany applications, the percentile of a failure time distribution is of interest, e.g., the
median survival time. The 100pth percentile (or the pth quantile) of the distribution
of T is the value tp satisfying

P(T ≤ tp) = p ∈ (0, 1),

which is equivalent to S(tp) = 1 − p. That is, tp = F−1(p) indicates the time point
to which the 100p% of population will fail; in particular, the median survival time
t0.5 is the median of distribution of T . For example, tp = − log(1 − p)/λ for an
exponential distribution and tp = {− log(1 − p)/λ}1/φ for a Weibull distribution.

2.1.2 Nonparametric Estimation of Basic Quantities

In survival analysis, parametricmethods based on distributions in Table2.1 have been
well developed and would provide efficient results when the parametric assumptions

[Ha, Jeong, Lee. Statistical Modeling of Survival Data with Random Effects. Springer 2017]

h(t)

We obtain conditional models 𝑓 𝑡 𝒙; 𝛽 by letting, e.g., 𝜆 = exp(𝜷 ⋅ 𝒙)



Likelihood function

An alternative approach is to model the shape
parameter in terms of predictor variables and
regression coefficients. In the Weibull model
shown on the left, both l and p are modeled
as functions of treatment status (TRT). If d1 is
not equal to zero, then the value of p differs by
TRT. For that situation, the PH (and thus the
AFT) assumption is violated because tp!1 will
not cancel in the hazard ratio for TRT (see
Practice Exercises 15 to 17).

Choosing the most appropriate parametric
model can be difficult. We have provided
graphical approaches for evaluating the appro-
priateness of the exponential, Weibull, and log-
logistic models. Akaike’s information crite-
rion (AIC) provides an approach for compar-
ing the fit of models with different underlying
distributions, making use of the !2 log likeli-
hood statistic (described in Practice Exercises
11 and 14).

X. The Parametric
Likelihood

The likelihood for any parametric model is
a function of the observed data and the
model’s unknown parameters. The form of the
likelihood is based on the probability density
function f(t) of the outcome variable. A compli-
cation of survival data is the possible inclusion
of censored observations (i.e., observations
in which the exact time of the outcome is
unobserved). We consider three types of
censored observations: right-censored, left-
censored, and interval-censored.

Right-censored. Suppose a subject is lost to
follow-up after 10 years of observation. The
time of event is not observed because it hap-
pened after the 10th year. This subject is right-
censoredat 10 years because the eventhappened
to the right of 10 on the time line (i.e., t > 10).

Left-censored. Suppose a subject had an event
before the 10th year but the exact time of the
event is unknown. This subject is left-censored
at 10 years (i.e., t < 10).

Interval-censored. Suppose a subject had an
event between the 8th and 10th year (exact
time unknown). This subject is interval-
censored (i.e., 8 < t < 10).

Alternative Weibull model
models the ancillary parameter p

h(t) ¼ lptp!1

where l ¼ exp(b0 þ b1 TRT)
p ¼ exp(d0 þ d1 TRT)

Not a PH or AFT model if d1 6¼ 0
but still a Weibull model

Choosing appropriate model

$ Evaluate graphically
○ Exponential
○ Weibull
○ Log-logistic

$ Akaike’s information criterion
○ Compares model fit
○ Uses !2 log likelihood

$ Function of observed data and
unknown parameters

$ Based on outcome distribution
f(t)

$ Censoring complicates survival
data
○ Right-censored
○ Left-censored
○ Interval-censored

Examples of Censored Subjects
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Examples of Censored Subjects:

The table on the left illustrates how the likeli-
hood is formulated for data on five subjects.
We assume a probability density function f(t)
for the outcome. Barry gets the event at time
t ¼ 2. His contribution to the likelihood is f(2).
Gary is right-censored at t ¼ 8. The probability
that Gary gets the event after t ¼ 8 is found by
integrating f(t) from 8 to infinity. This is Gary’s
contribution to the likelihood. Harry gets the
event at time t ¼ 6. His contribution to the
likelihood is f(6). Carrie is left-censored at t ¼
2. Her contribution to the likelihood is
obtained by integrating f(t) from zero to 2.
Finally, Larry is interval-censored between t ¼
4 and t¼ 8. His contribution to the likelihood is
found by integrating f(t) from 4 to 8.

The full likelihood (L) is found by taking the
product of each subject’s independent contri-
bution to the likelihood. The likelihood for this
example is shown on the left.

The formulation of this likelihood uses the
assumption of no competing risks. In other
words, we assume that no competing event
will prohibit any subject from eventually get-
ting the event of interest (see Chapter 9). Death
from all causes is the classic example of an
outcome that in reality has no competing risk.
For other outcomes, the no competing risk
assumption is more of a theoretical construct.

Another assumption is that individual contri-
butions to the likelihood are independent. This
assumption allows the full likelihood to be for-
mulated as the product of each individual’s
contribution.

Formulating the Likelihood

Barry, Gary, Larry, . . ., Outcome
Distribution f(t)

Subject

Event

Time

Likelihood

Contribution

Barry t ¼ 2 f(2)

Gary t > 8

(right-censored)

R1

8

f ðtÞdt

Harry t ¼ 6 f(6)

Carrie t < 2

(left-censored)

R2

0

f ðtÞdt

Larry 4 < t < 8

(interval-censored)

R8

4

f ðtÞdt

Likelihood (L)

Product of individual contributions

L ¼ f ð2Þx
Z1

8

f ðtÞdt$ f ð6Þ

$
Z 2

0

f ðtÞdt$
Z 8

0

f ðtÞdt

(Barry $ Gary $ Harry
$ Carrie $ Larry)

Assumptions for formulating L

% No competing risks
○ Competing event does not

prohibit event of interest
○ Death of all causes is classic

example of no competing
risk

% Subjects independent
○ Allows L to be formulated as

product of subjects’
contributions
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The table on the left illustrates how the likeli-
hood is formulated for data on five subjects.
We assume a probability density function f(t)
for the outcome. Barry gets the event at time
t ¼ 2. His contribution to the likelihood is f(2).
Gary is right-censored at t ¼ 8. The probability
that Gary gets the event after t ¼ 8 is found by
integrating f(t) from 8 to infinity. This is Gary’s
contribution to the likelihood. Harry gets the
event at time t ¼ 6. His contribution to the
likelihood is f(6). Carrie is left-censored at t ¼
2. Her contribution to the likelihood is
obtained by integrating f(t) from zero to 2.
Finally, Larry is interval-censored between t ¼
4 and t¼ 8. His contribution to the likelihood is
found by integrating f(t) from 4 to 8.

The full likelihood (L) is found by taking the
product of each subject’s independent contri-
bution to the likelihood. The likelihood for this
example is shown on the left.

The formulation of this likelihood uses the
assumption of no competing risks. In other
words, we assume that no competing event
will prohibit any subject from eventually get-
ting the event of interest (see Chapter 9). Death
from all causes is the classic example of an
outcome that in reality has no competing risk.
For other outcomes, the no competing risk
assumption is more of a theoretical construct.

Another assumption is that individual contri-
butions to the likelihood are independent. This
assumption allows the full likelihood to be for-
mulated as the product of each individual’s
contribution.

Formulating the Likelihood

Barry, Gary, Larry, . . ., Outcome
Distribution f(t)

Subject

Event

Time

Likelihood

Contribution

Barry t ¼ 2 f(2)

Gary t > 8

(right-censored)

R1

8

f ðtÞdt

Harry t ¼ 6 f(6)

Carrie t < 2

(left-censored)

R2

0

f ðtÞdt

Larry 4 < t < 8

(interval-censored)

R8

4

f ðtÞdt

Likelihood (L)

Product of individual contributions

L ¼ f ð2Þx
Z1

8

f ðtÞdt$ f ð6Þ

$
Z 2

0

f ðtÞdt$
Z 8

0

f ðtÞdt

(Barry $ Gary $ Harry
$ Carrie $ Larry)

Assumptions for formulating L

% No competing risks
○ Competing event does not

prohibit event of interest
○ Death of all causes is classic

example of no competing
risk

% Subjects independent
○ Allows L to be formulated as

product of subjects’
contributions
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Likelihood of 
observations:

[Kleinbaum & Klein. Survival Analysis: A Self-Learning Text. Springer, 2005]

For right-censored observations, the 
corresponding integral is the survival function:

Z 1

8
f(t)dt = S(8)e.g.,



Maximum likelihood estimation
• Random variables Ti, Ci, Xi

– Ci: censoring time of i’th individual
– Ti: event time of i’th individual
– Xi: features of i’th individual

• Observed data are {(ti, di, xi)}, where xi are the features 
and di is the indicator of whether the outcome is 
censored for the i’th individual
– If di=1, then time t is the time of the event occurrence 
– If di=0, then time t is the time of censoring
– Thus, di=1[Ti < Ci] and ti = diTi + (1-di)Ci

• Formally, we assume (a) 𝐶! ⊥ 𝑇! | 𝑋!, i.e. censoring time 
is (conditionally) independent of event time, and (b) all 
individuals’ are independent



Maximum likelihood estimation

• Two kinds of observations: censored and right uncensored
• Putting the two together, we get the log-likelihood is, where 

n=# data points:

• Maximize via gradient or stochastic gradient ascent!

nX

i=1

[di log f(ti | xi;�) + (1� di) logS(ti | xi;�)]

Suppose 𝜆 = exp 𝜷 ⋅ 𝒙𝒊 . Then: f(ti | xi;�) = exp(� · xi) exp(� exp(� · xi)ti)

S(ti | xi;�) = exp(� exp(� · xi)ti)
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Table 2.1 Useful parametric distributions for survival analysis
Distribution Hazard rate λ(t) Survival function

S(t)
Density function f (t)

Exponential (λ > 0) λ exp(−λt) λ exp(−λt)

Weibull (λ,φ > 0) λφtφ−1 exp(−λtφ) λφtφ−1 exp(−λtφ)

Log-normal
(σ > 0,µ ∈ R)

f (t)/S(t) 1 − !{(lnt − µ)/σ} ϕ{(lnt − µ)/σ}(σt)−1

Log-logistic
(λ > 0,φ > 0)

(λφtφ−1)/(1+ λtφ) 1/(1+ λtφ) (λφtφ−1)/(1+ λtφ)2

Gamma (λ,φ > 0) f (t)/S(t) 1 − I (λt,φ) {λφ/"(φ)}tφ−1 exp(−λt)

Gompertz
(λ,φ > 0)

λeφt exp{ λ
φ (1 − eφt )} λeφt exp{ λ

φ (1 − eφt )}

!(·) [ϕ(·)], c.d.f [p.d.f.] of N(0,1); I (x,φ) = 1
"(φ)

∫ x
0 uφ−1e−udu, incomplete gamma function

we have
f (t) = λφtφ−1 exp(−λtφ) t ≥ 0.

Note that
log{− log S(t)} = logλ + φ log t,

which is used for checking the Weibull model.
Table2.1 summarizes useful parametric distributions including exponential,

Weibull, log-normal, log-logistic, gamma, and Gompertz. These parametric distribu-
tions have been implemented in the survreg() function in the R package survival
as we see in Sect. 2.4.

Percentile of Distribution

Inmany applications, the percentile of a failure time distribution is of interest, e.g., the
median survival time. The 100pth percentile (or the pth quantile) of the distribution
of T is the value tp satisfying

P(T ≤ tp) = p ∈ (0, 1),

which is equivalent to S(tp) = 1 − p. That is, tp = F−1(p) indicates the time point
to which the 100p% of population will fail; in particular, the median survival time
t0.5 is the median of distribution of T . For example, tp = − log(1 − p)/λ for an
exponential distribution and tp = {− log(1 − p)/λ}1/φ for a Weibull distribution.

2.1.2 Nonparametric Estimation of Basic Quantities

In survival analysis, parametricmethods based on distributions in Table2.1 have been
well developed and would provide efficient results when the parametric assumptions

h(t)



Example: estimating (heterogeneous) 
treatment effects

[Kleinbaum & Klein. Survival Analysis: A Self-Learning Text. Springer, 2005]

IV. Goals of Survival
Analysis

Wenow state the basic goals of survival analysis.

Goal 1: To estimate and interpret survivor and/
or hazard functions from survival data.

Goal 2: To compare survivor and/or hazard
functions.

Goal 3: To assess the relationship of explana-
tory variables to survival time.

Regarding the first goal, consider, for example,
the two survivor functions pictured at the left,
which give very different interpretations. The
function farther on the left shows a quick drop
in survival probabilities early in follow-up but a
leveling off thereafter. The function on the
right, in contrast, shows a very slow decrease
in survival probabilities early in follow-up but a
sharp decrease later on.

We compare survivor functions for a treat-
ment group and a placebo group by graphing
these functions on the same axis. Note that up
to 6 weeks, the survivor function for the treat-
ment group lies above that for the placebo
group, but thereafter the two functions are at
about the same level. This dual graph indicates
that up to 6 weeks the treatment is more
effective for survival than the placebo but has
about the same effect thereafter.

Goal 3 usually requires using some form of
mathematical modeling, for example, the Cox
proportional hazards approach, which will be
the subject of subsequent chapters.

V. Basic Data Layout
for Computer

We previously considered some examples of
survival analysis problems and a simple data
set involving six persons. We now consider the
general data layout for a survival analysis.
We will provide two types of data layouts, one
giving the form appropriate for computer use,
and the other giving the form that helps us
understand how a survival analysis works.

S(t) S(t)

tt

t

S(t)
Treatment

Placebo

6

Goal 3: Use math modeling, e.g.,
Cox proportional hazards

Two types of data layouts:

! for computer use
! for understanding
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Intervention, 𝑇

(e.g. medication, 
procedure)

Outcome, 𝑌, i. e. S(𝑡) for all t

Patient, 𝑋

?

One can perform covariate adjustment using survival models 
Goal: predict individual’s survival 
curve

Must include all confounding factors in X (needed for 
adjustment formula to hold)



Also notice from the graph that one can obtain
estimates of the median survival time, the time
at which the survival probability is.5 for each
group. Graphically, the median is obtained by
proceeding horizontally from the 0.5 point on
the Y-axis until the survivor curve is reached,
as marked by an arrow, and then proceeding
vertically downward until the X-axis is crossed
at the median survival time.

For the treatment group, themedian is 23weeks;
for the placebo group, the median is 8 weeks.
Comparison of the two medians reinforces our
previous observation that the treatment is more
effective overall than the placebo.

VIII. Example: Extended
Remission Data

Before proceeding to another data set, we con-
sider the remission example data (Freireich
et al., Blood, 1963) in an extended form. The
table at the left gives the remission survival
times for the two groups with additional infor-
mation about white blood cell count for each
person studied. In particular, each person’s
log white blood cell count is given next to
that person’s survival time. The epidemiologic
reason for adding log WBC to the data set
is that this variable is usually considered an
important predictor of survival in leukemia
patients; the higher the WBC, the worse the
prognosis. Thus, any comparison of the
effects of two treatment groups needs to con-
sider the possible confounding effect of such
a variable.

1

Median X

Y

0.5

0

Median (treatment) ¼ 23 weeks
Median (placebo) ¼ 8 weeks

Group 1 Group 2
t (weeks) log WBC t (weeks) log WBC

6 2.31 1 2.80
6 4.06 1 5.00
6 3.28 2 4.91
7 4.43 2 4.48
10 2.96 3 4.01
13 2.88 4 4.36
16 3.60 4 2.42
22 2.32 5 3.49
23 2.57 5 3.97
6þ 3.20 8 3.52
9þ 2.80 8 3.05
10þ 2.70 8 2.32
11þ 2.60 8 3.26
17þ 2.16 11 3.49
19þ 2.05 11 2.12
20þ 2.01 12 1.50
25þ 1.78 12 3.06
32þ 2.20 15 2.30
32þ 2.53 17 2.95
34þ 1.47 22 2.73
35þ 1.45 23 1.97

30 1. Introduction to Survival Analysis

Example: estimating (heterogeneous) 
treatment effects

T=0 T=1

[Kleinbaum & Klein. Survival Analysis: A 
Self-Learning Text. Springer, 2005]

Same leukemia data as 
before, from Freireich et. 
al. Blood, 21: 699-716, 
1963.



Also notice from the graph that one can obtain
estimates of the median survival time, the time
at which the survival probability is.5 for each
group. Graphically, the median is obtained by
proceeding horizontally from the 0.5 point on
the Y-axis until the survivor curve is reached,
as marked by an arrow, and then proceeding
vertically downward until the X-axis is crossed
at the median survival time.

For the treatment group, themedian is 23weeks;
for the placebo group, the median is 8 weeks.
Comparison of the two medians reinforces our
previous observation that the treatment is more
effective overall than the placebo.

VIII. Example: Extended
Remission Data

Before proceeding to another data set, we con-
sider the remission example data (Freireich
et al., Blood, 1963) in an extended form. The
table at the left gives the remission survival
times for the two groups with additional infor-
mation about white blood cell count for each
person studied. In particular, each person’s
log white blood cell count is given next to
that person’s survival time. The epidemiologic
reason for adding log WBC to the data set
is that this variable is usually considered an
important predictor of survival in leukemia
patients; the higher the WBC, the worse the
prognosis. Thus, any comparison of the
effects of two treatment groups needs to con-
sider the possible confounding effect of such
a variable.

1

Median X

Y

0.5

0

Median (treatment) ¼ 23 weeks
Median (placebo) ¼ 8 weeks

Group 1 Group 2
t (weeks) log WBC t (weeks) log WBC

6 2.31 1 2.80
6 4.06 1 5.00
6 3.28 2 4.91
7 4.43 2 4.48
10 2.96 3 4.01
13 2.88 4 4.36
16 3.60 4 2.42
22 2.32 5 3.49
23 2.57 5 3.97
6þ 3.20 8 3.52
9þ 2.80 8 3.05
10þ 2.70 8 2.32
11þ 2.60 8 3.26
17þ 2.16 11 3.49
19þ 2.05 11 2.12
20þ 2.01 12 1.50
25þ 1.78 12 3.06
32þ 2.20 15 2.30
32þ 2.53 17 2.95
34þ 1.47 22 2.73
35þ 1.45 23 1.97
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The example of interaction we just gave is but
one way interaction can occur; on the other
hand, interaction may not occur at all. As with
confounding, it is beyond our scope to provide a
thorough discussion of interaction. In any case,
the assessment of interaction is something to
consider in one’s analysis in addition to con-
founding that involves explanatory variables.

Thus, with our extended data example, the
basic problem can be described as follows: to
compare the survival experience of the two
groups after adjusting for the possible con-
founding and/or interaction effects of logWBC.

The problem statement tells us that we are now
considering two explanatory variables in our
extended example, whereas we previously con-
sidered a single variable, group status. The
data layout for the computer needs to reflect
the addition of the second variable, log WBC.
The extended table in computer layout form is
given at the left. Notice that we have labeled the
two explanatory variables X1 (for group status)
and X2 (for log WBC). The variable X1 is our
primary study or exposure variable of interest
here, and the variable X2 is an extraneous vari-
able that we are interested in accounting for
because of either confounding or interaction.

Need to consider:

! interaction;
! confounding.

The problem:
Compare two groups after adjusting
for confounding and interaction.

EXAMPLE

Individual

Group

Group

1

2

1 6

1
1
2
2
3
4
4
5
5
8
8
8
8

11
11
12
12
15
17
22
23

2.31
4.06

2.80
5.00
4.91
4.48
4.01
4.36
2.42
3.49
3.97
3.52
3.05
2.32
3.26
3.49
2.12
1.50
3.06
2.30
2.95
2.73
1.97

3.28
4.43
2.96
2.88
3.60
2.32
2.57
3.20
2.80
2.70
2.60
2.16
2.05
2.01
1.78
2.20
2.53
1.47
1.45

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
6
7

10
13
16
22
23
6
9

10
11
17
19
20
25

32
32

34
35

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

(weeks) d (Group) (log WBC)
t

#
X1 X2
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treatment effects

T=0 T=1

Treatment
indicator



Evaluation for survival modeling
• Concordance-index (also called C-statistic): look at 

model’s ability to predict relative survival times:

[Wang, Li, Reddy. Machine Learning for Survival Analysis: A Survey. 2017]

ĉ =
1

nc

X

i:di=1

X

ti<tj

1[ŷi < ŷj ] ŷi = Ef(T |xi;�)[T ]nc =
X

i:di=1

X

ti<tj

1

The mean of an exponential distribution is 1/𝜆.
Suppose we parameterize with 𝜆 = exp 𝜷 ⋅ 𝒙 . Then 1𝑦- = exp −𝜷 ⋅ 𝒙- .
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Table 2.1 Useful parametric distributions for survival analysis
Distribution Hazard rate λ(t) Survival function

S(t)
Density function f (t)

Exponential (λ > 0) λ exp(−λt) λ exp(−λt)

Weibull (λ,φ > 0) λφtφ−1 exp(−λtφ) λφtφ−1 exp(−λtφ)

Log-normal
(σ > 0,µ ∈ R)

f (t)/S(t) 1 − !{(lnt − µ)/σ} ϕ{(lnt − µ)/σ}(σt)−1

Log-logistic
(λ > 0,φ > 0)

(λφtφ−1)/(1+ λtφ) 1/(1+ λtφ) (λφtφ−1)/(1+ λtφ)2

Gamma (λ,φ > 0) f (t)/S(t) 1 − I (λt,φ) {λφ/"(φ)}tφ−1 exp(−λt)

Gompertz
(λ,φ > 0)

λeφt exp{ λ
φ (1 − eφt )} λeφt exp{ λ

φ (1 − eφt )}

!(·) [ϕ(·)], c.d.f [p.d.f.] of N(0,1); I (x,φ) = 1
"(φ)

∫ x
0 uφ−1e−udu, incomplete gamma function

we have
f (t) = λφtφ−1 exp(−λtφ) t ≥ 0.

Note that
log{− log S(t)} = logλ + φ log t,

which is used for checking the Weibull model.
Table2.1 summarizes useful parametric distributions including exponential,

Weibull, log-normal, log-logistic, gamma, and Gompertz. These parametric distribu-
tions have been implemented in the survreg() function in the R package survival
as we see in Sect. 2.4.

Percentile of Distribution

Inmany applications, the percentile of a failure time distribution is of interest, e.g., the
median survival time. The 100pth percentile (or the pth quantile) of the distribution
of T is the value tp satisfying

P(T ≤ tp) = p ∈ (0, 1),

which is equivalent to S(tp) = 1 − p. That is, tp = F−1(p) indicates the time point
to which the 100p% of population will fail; in particular, the median survival time
t0.5 is the median of distribution of T . For example, tp = − log(1 − p)/λ for an
exponential distribution and tp = {− log(1 − p)/λ}1/φ for a Weibull distribution.

2.1.2 Nonparametric Estimation of Basic Quantities

In survival analysis, parametricmethods based on distributions in Table2.1 have been
well developed and would provide efficient results when the parametric assumptions

h(t)

Example:



Evaluation for survival modeling

• Concordance-index (also called C-statistic): look at 
model’s ability to predict relative survival times:

• Illustration – blue lines denote pairwise comparisons:

• Equivalent to AUC for binary variables and no censoring

[Wang, Li, Reddy. Machine Learning for Survival Analysis: A Survey. 2017]

1:22 P. Wang et al.

tion performance in survival analysis needs to be measured using more specialized
evaluation metrics.

5.1. C-index
In survival analysis, a common way to evaluate a model is to consider the relative risk
of an event for different instance instead of the absolute survival times for each in-
stance. This can be done by computing the concordance probability or the concordance
index (C-index) [Harrell et al. 1984; Harrell et al. 1982; Pencina and D’Agostino 2004].
The survival times of two instances can be ordered for two scenarios: (1) both of them
are uncensored; (2) the observed event time of the uncensored instance is smaller than
the censoring time of the censored instance [Steck et al. 2008]. This can be visualized
by the ordered graph given in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) are used to illus-

           (a)                                                                                                        (b)

1y 2y 3y 4y 5y 1y 2y 3y 4y 5y

Fig. 4: Illustration of the ranking constraints in survival data for C-index calculations
(y1 < y2 < y3 < y4 < y5). Here, black circles indicate the observed events and red
circles indicate the censored observations. (a) No censored data and (b) with censored
data.

trate the possible ranking comparisons (denoted by edges between instances) for the
survival data without and with censored instances, respectively. There are

�5
2

�
= 10

possible pairwise comparisons for the five instances in the survival data without cen-
sored cases shown in Figure 4(a). Due to the presence of censored instances (repre-
sented by red circles) in Figure 4(b), only 6 out of the 10 comparisons are feasible.
It should be noted that, for a censored instance, only an earlier uncensored instance
(for example y2&y1) can be compared with. However, any censored instance cannot be
compared with both censored and uncensored instances after its censored time (for
example, y2&y3 and y2&y4) since its actual event time is unknown.

Consider both the observations and prediction values of two instances, (y1, ŷ1) and
(y2, ŷ2), where yi and ŷi represent the actual observation time and the predicted value,
respectively. The concordance probability between them can be computed as

c = Pr(ŷ1 > ŷ2|y1 � y2) (20)
By this definition, for the binary prediction problem, C-index will have a similar mean-
ing to the regular area under the ROC curve (AUC), and if yi is binary, then the C-index
is the AUC [Li et al. 2016d]. As the definition above is not straightforward, in practice,
there are multiple ways of calculating the C-index.
(1) When the output of the model is a hazard ratio (such as the outcome obtained by

Cox based models), C-index can be computed using

ĉ =
1

num

X

i:�i=1

X

j:yi<yj

I[Xi�̂ > Xj �̂] (21)

where i, j 2 {1, · · · , N}, num denotes the number of all comparable pairs, I[·] is the
indicator function and �̂ is the estimated parameters from the Cox based models.
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Black = uncensored (𝑑! = 1)
Red = censored (𝑑! = 0)

ĉ =
1

nc

X

i:di=1

X

ti<tj

1[ŷi < ŷj ] ŷi = Ef(T |xi;�)[T ]nc =
X

i:di=1

X

ti<tj

1
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Comments on survival modeling

• Could also evaluate:
– Mean-squared error for uncensored individuals
– Held-out (censored) likelihood
– Derive binary classifier from learned model and check 

calibration

• Partial likelihood estimators (e.g. for cox-
proportional hazards models) can be much more 
data efficient (see Ch. 3 of book)

Deep Cox Mixtures

interchangeably. Lin (2007) shows that the likelihood of the observed data D is, up to
constant factors,

L (⇤) =

|D |Y

i=1

(�(ui|xi))
�i S(ui|xi). (1)

In the following sections, we show how plugging in specific functional forms for S(t|x) allows
us to derive survival function estimators.

3.2. MLE for the standard Cox PH model

The key idea behind the Cox model is to assume that the conditional hazard of an individual,
is �(t|x) = �0(t) exp

�
f(✓, x)

�
, where f is typically a linear function. Under the Cox model,

the full likelihood as in equation 1 is

L (✓,⇤0) =

|D |Y

i=1

✓
�0(ui) exp

�
f(✓, xi)

�◆�i

S0(ui)
exp

�
f(✓;xi)

�
(2)

Cox (1972) and the discussion of his paper by Breslow (1972), suggest deriving a maximum
likelihood estimate of ✓ by maximizing the partial likelihood, PL (✓) defined below, and
using the following estimator of the baseline survival function ⇤0(·),

PL (✓) =
Y

i:�i=1

exp
�
f(✓; xi)

�
P

j2R(ti)
exp

�
f(✓; xj)

� , b⇤0(t) =
X

i:ti<t

1
P

j2R(ti)
exp

�
f(b✓; xj)

� , (3)

where R(ti) is the ‘risk set’ – the set of individuals that survived beyond time ti.

3.3. Proposed Model

In the case of DCM we propose an extension to the Cox model, modeling an individual’s
survival function using a finite mixture of K Cox models, with the assignment of an individual
i to each latent group mediated by a gating function g(.) The full likelihood for this model is

L (✓,⇤k) =

|D |Y

i=1

Z

Z
(�(ui|xi))

�i Sk(ui|xi)P(Z = k|xi).

where, �(ui|xi) = �k(ui) exp
�
fk(✓, xi)

�
, Sk(ui|xi) = Sk(ui)

exp
�
fk(✓;xi)

�

and, P(Z = k|X = xi) = softmax
�
g(✓; xi)

�
(4)

Architecture: We allow the model to learn representations for the covariates xi by passing
them through a encoding neural network, �(.) : Rd ! Rh. This representation then interacts
with linear functions f and g defined on Rh ! Rk; that determine the log hazard ratios and
the mixture weights respectively. The set of parameters for the encoder � and the linear
functions f and g are jointly notated as ✓. We experiment with a simple feed forward MLP
and a variational auto-encoder for �(.) The parameters of the MLP and the VAE are learnt
jointly during learning. For the VAE variant the encoder and the decoder architecture is
kept the same. We also experiment with a variant that doesn’t use representation learning
and thus the functions f and g are linear and restricted to operate on the original features x.
Figure 1 provides a schematic description of our approach.
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Deep Cox mixtures for survival 
regression

Deep Cox Mixtures

(under and over estimation) of the risk are potentially unfair making calibration a well suited
metric for fairness evaluation.⇤

Survival analysis scenarios are also prone to censoring, making estimation of the Expected
Calibration Error challenging. Methods involving evaluation for calibration in the presence of
censoring have involved simple histogram based binning methods followed by Kaplan-Meier or
IPCW estimation of the Survival probability within each bin. More involved recent methods
involve non parametric methods like regression splines (Austin et al., 2020) and kernel
methods (Yadlowsky et al., 2019). In this tradition, we shine the light on the calibration of
models in our empirical evaluations, emphasizing the calibration within minority groups, in
particular. We find that without sacrificing discriminative performance, the added flexibility
of our mixture model improves calibration, overall and especially in minority groups.

3. The Deep Cox Mixture Model
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<latexit sha1_base64="arLdq1gd+p1yY7AfKyU2J4z9zmk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="arLdq1gd+p1yY7AfKyU2J4z9zmk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="arLdq1gd+p1yY7AfKyU2J4z9zmk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="arLdq1gd+p1yY7AfKyU2J4z9zmk=">AAAClXicbVFdi9NAFJ1k/VjrV9UHH3wZLIXkpSS7ggtLYVER36xod4tNLZPpTTt0JgkzN5qSzU/xh/noP3GSBnR3vTBw5txzzx3OxLkUBoPgl+Me3Lp95+7hvd79Bw8fPe4/eXpuskJzmPJMZnoWMwNSpDBFgRJmuQamYgkX8fZt07/4DtqILP2CuxwWiq1TkQjO0FLL/s9hFKvqc73cenhpIS19OqZ/Of9bFUGZUy+xt4aOcAPIav+0FZW1X/eGE+/reHs5G3fzQ2uAUKJWlckSVKy0VlYu1h5d08aF7l1aj2ai6fm96IdYAQq5gmrvXS/7g2AUtEVvgrADA9LVZNn/Ha0yXihIkUtmzDwMclxUTKPgEupeVBjIGd+yNcwtTJkCs6jaGGs6tMyKJpm2J0Xasv9OVEwZs1OxVSqGG3O915D/680LTE4WlUjzAiHl+0VJISlmtPkTuhIaOMqdBYxrYd9K+YZpxtH+3JUtsWoyCa8ncBOcH43CYBR+ejU4e9Olc0hekJfEIyF5Tc7IBzIhU8KdA8d3jpxj97k7dt+57/dS1+lmnpEr5X78A4P0xxM=</latexit>

N (0, )
<latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GO+m2YO/8lu85JAmjmbocGPujiE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWrWs3wSK4KjNudCm4cVnBPqAdSiZzpw1NMkOSKZShH6BbP8Sd+Ct+hz9gpu3Cth64cHLOvdybE2WCG+v7315lb//g8Kh6XDup107Pzhv1rklzzbDDUpHqfkQNCq6wY7kV2M80UhkJ7EXTx9LvzVAbnqoXO88wlHSseMIZtU5qjxpNv+UvQXZJsCZNWGPU+BnGKcslKssENWYQ+JkNC6otZwIXtWFuMKNsSsc4cFRRiSYslmcuyLVTYpKk2pWyZKn+nSioNGYuI9cpqZ2Yba8U//MGuU3uw4KrLLeo2GpRkgtiU1L+mcRcI7Ni7ghlmrtbCZtQTZl1yWxsieRi810KLqRgO5Jd0r1tBX4rePahCpdwBTcQwB08wBO0oQMMYniDd+/V+/A+V2FWvHWqF7AB7+sX7OSXyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oDUl9l8DYMsbTE51tlgNvXe1wcY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oDUl9l8DYMsbTE51tlgNvXe1wcY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2IeZj/9gAX/uSIFQRyYKvWMdptE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GO+m2YO/8lu85JAmjmbocGPujiE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWrWs3wSK4KjNudCm4cVnBPqAdSiZzpw1NMkOSKZShH6BbP8Sd+Ct+hz9gpu3Cth64cHLOvdybE2WCG+v7315lb//g8Kh6XDup107Pzhv1rklzzbDDUpHqfkQNCq6wY7kV2M80UhkJ7EXTx9LvzVAbnqoXO88wlHSseMIZtU5qjxpNv+UvQXZJsCZNWGPU+BnGKcslKssENWYQ+JkNC6otZwIXtWFuMKNsSsc4cFRRiSYslmcuyLVTYpKk2pWyZKn+nSioNGYuI9cpqZ2Yba8U//MGuU3uw4KrLLeo2GpRkgtiU1L+mcRcI7Ni7ghlmrtbCZtQTZl1yWxsieRi810KLqRgO5Jd0r1tBX4rePahCpdwBTcQwB08wBO0oQMMYniDd+/V+/A+V2FWvHWqF7AB7+sX7OSXyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oDUl9l8DYMsbTE51tlgNvXe1wcY=">AAACuXicbVFti9NAEN7Et7OeXs+vflk8AglISfyicBQE4fCTVrR3xaaWzWbSLt1Nwu7ES8nlj/lP/B3+ATdpQXvnwMIzzzPzzDCblFIYDMNfjnvv/oOHj44eD54cP312Mjw9vjRFpTlMeSELPUuYASlymKJACbNSA1OJhKtk877Tr36ANqLIv+K2hIViq1xkgjO01HL404sT1XxplxsfbyykdUDH9C8XfG9iqEvqZzbr6BjXgKwNzvuiug3agTfxv403N7Pxvt+zBgg1atWYIkPFamtly8XKpyvaudCdS+/RdXRaMPDia5ECCplCszNvB7FiuOZMNh9bP3xF+zSxWtQGy+FZOAr7oHdBtAdnZB+T5fB3nBa8UpAjl8yYeRSWuGiYRsEl2FmVgZLxDVvB3MKcKTCLpr9xSz3LpDQrtH050p79t6NhypitSmxlt6O5rXXk/7R5hdnbRSPyskLI+W5QVkmKBe0+jKZCA0e5tYBxLeyulK+ZZhzttx5MSVR7mHeEvVJ0+yZ3weXrURSOos8hOSIvyEvik4i8Ie/IBzIhU8Id6lw4n5yJe+FK1+zu6Tr7wz4nB+FWfwANnNf7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oDUl9l8DYMsbTE51tlgNvXe1wcY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2IeZj/9gAX/uSIFQRyYKvWMdptE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNQe+qhiXyayzC6akM/LpVnT4/I=">AAACxHicbVFti9NAEN7Et7O+9fSjXxZLIAEpiQgKR+FQOPykFe1dsalls5m0S3eTkJ1oSi7+MP+Jv8M/4CYNaO8cWHjmeWaeGWajXAqNvv/Lsm/cvHX7ztHdwb37Dx4+Gh4/PtdZWXCY8UxmxTxiGqRIYYYCJczzApiKJFxE27etfvENCi2y9DPuclgqtk5FIjhDQ62GP50wUvWnZrV18dJAWnl0Qv9y3tc6hCqnbmKylg5xA8ga76QrqhqvGThT98tkezmf9P2OMUCosFC1zhJUrDJWplysXbqmrQvdu3QebUereQMn/C5iQCFjqPfmzSBUDDecyfp94/rPaZdGRgsabzUc+WO/C3odBD0YkT6mq+HvMM54qSBFLpnWi8DPcVmzAgWXYGaVGnLGt2wNCwNTpkAv6+7GDXUME9MkK8xLkXbsvx01U1rvVGQq2x31Va0l/6ctSkxeL2uR5iVCyveDklJSzGj7YTQWBXCUOwMYL4TZlfINKxhH860HUyLVHOYtYa4UXL3JdXD+Yhz44+Djy9Hpm/5eR+QpeUZcEpBX5JS8I1MyI9yi1pn1wZraZ7a0tV3uS22r73lCDsL+8Qd5Xdkr</latexit>

softmax(.)
<latexit sha1_base64="FerFVt/zH97vi7H9VomvqngIteM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FerFVt/zH97vi7H9VomvqngIteM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FerFVt/zH97vi7H9VomvqngIteM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FerFVt/zH97vi7H9VomvqngIteM=">AAAC2XicbVFdi9NAFJ3Ej13rV9VHXwZLIAEpyaK4IIVFX3ySina3mNQymdy0Q2eSkLnRlmwefBNf/WE++zv8A07SgrbrhYFzz7n33MuduJBCo+//suxr12/cPDq+1bt95+69+/0HD891XpUcJjyXeTmNmQYpMpigQAnTogSmYgkX8ep1q198hlKLPPuAmwJmii0ykQrO0FDz/k8nilX9vpmvXLw0kK49OqJ/Oe9THcG6oG5qspaOcAnIGu9lV7RuvKbnjN2Po9XldLTrd4wBwhpLVes8RcXWxsqUi4VLF7R1oVuXzqPtaDWv50RfRAIoZAL11tx4R4rhkjNZv21c/ynt0tiIQeP1Dqa4Q6+Z9wf+0O+CXgXBDgzILsbz/u8oyXmlIEMumdZh4Bc4q1mJgktoelGloWB8xRYQGpgxBXpWd4dvqGOYhKZ5aV6GtGP/7aiZ0nqjYlPZ7q0PtZb8nxZWmJ7OapEVFULGt4PSSlLMafuLNBElcJQbAxgvhdmV8iUrGUfz13tTYtXs5y1hrhQc3uQqOD8ZBv4wePdscPZqd69j8pg8IS4JyAtyRt6QMZkQbj23QiuxwA7tr/Y3+/u21LZ2PY/IXtg//gDOOeGl</latexit>

g(✓; ex)
<latexit sha1_base64="Kh9s4k+GcKxdCote4y8Nl+T9m5Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kh9s4k+GcKxdCote4y8Nl+T9m5Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kh9s4k+GcKxdCote4y8Nl+T9m5Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kh9s4k+GcKxdCote4y8Nl+T9m5Y=">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</latexit>

�(✓; x)
<latexit sha1_base64="ibtBCu9c5F7tC9aaQ1uc6QWtwdc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ibtBCu9c5F7tC9aaQ1uc6QWtwdc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ibtBCu9c5F7tC9aaQ1uc6QWtwdc=">AAADE3icbVLNjtMwEHbCz5bw14UjF4sqUiqhKlkhgbSqtIILJ1QE3a1oSuW4TmvVTqJ4AqmyeYy9woNwQ1x5AJ6DF8BOIyC7jGTpm29mvhmPHWWCK/D9n5Z97fqNmwe9W87tO3fv3e8fPjhVaZFTNqWpSPNZRBQTPGFT4CDYLMsZkZFgZ9H2pYmffWS54mnyDnYZW0iyTnjMKQFNLQ+tnhtGsnpbL7cenGuIyyEe47/c8EMVsjLDXqw9Q4ewYUDq4XGTVNbD2nEn3vvx9nw2butdLQCshFxWKo1BklJL6XS+9vAaGxW8V2k0TIWJDR03/MRXDLhYsWovrrVDSWBDiahe157/BDdupINBbQq6bbyRmWbd7fBHExtRjPXITjjZcK87w7I/8Ed+Y/gqCFowQK1Nlv1f4SqlhWQJUEGUmgd+BouK5MCpYLUTFoplhG7Jms01TIhkalE1T1ZjVzMrHKe5Pgnghv23oiJSqZ2MdKa5sLocM+T/YvMC4ueLiidZASyh+0ZxITCk2Lw/XvGcURA7DQjNuZ4V0w3JCQX9SzpdIll3fUPoLQWXd3IVnB6NAn8UvHk6OHnR7quHHqHHyEMBeoZO0Cs0QVNErdS6sD5bX+wL+6v9zf6+T7WttuYh6pj94zemLfWI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ibtBCu9c5F7tC9aaQ1uc6QWtwdc=">AAADE3icbVLNjtMwEHbCz5bw14UjF4sqUiqhKlkhgbSqtIILJ1QE3a1oSuW4TmvVTqJ4AqmyeYy9woNwQ1x5AJ6DF8BOIyC7jGTpm29mvhmPHWWCK/D9n5Z97fqNmwe9W87tO3fv3e8fPjhVaZFTNqWpSPNZRBQTPGFT4CDYLMsZkZFgZ9H2pYmffWS54mnyDnYZW0iyTnjMKQFNLQ+tnhtGsnpbL7cenGuIyyEe47/c8EMVsjLDXqw9Q4ewYUDq4XGTVNbD2nEn3vvx9nw2butdLQCshFxWKo1BklJL6XS+9vAaGxW8V2k0TIWJDR03/MRXDLhYsWovrrVDSWBDiahe157/BDdupINBbQq6bbyRmWbd7fBHExtRjPXITjjZcK87w7I/8Ed+Y/gqCFowQK1Nlv1f4SqlhWQJUEGUmgd+BouK5MCpYLUTFoplhG7Jms01TIhkalE1T1ZjVzMrHKe5Pgnghv23oiJSqZ2MdKa5sLocM+T/YvMC4ueLiidZASyh+0ZxITCk2Lw/XvGcURA7DQjNuZ4V0w3JCQX9SzpdIll3fUPoLQWXd3IVnB6NAn8UvHk6OHnR7quHHqHHyEMBeoZO0Cs0QVNErdS6sD5bX+wL+6v9zf6+T7WttuYh6pj94zemLfWI</latexit>

N
<latexit sha1_base64="vMRyTYQc5KHsnppz5F0prpih+oQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMRyTYQc5KHsnppz5F0prpih+oQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMRyTYQc5KHsnppz5F0prpih+oQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMRyTYQc5KHsnppz5F0prpih+oQ=">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</latexit>

f(✓; ex)
<latexit sha1_base64="M0TOBnMRBP0HGv+RZu+c16Ox3bc=">AAADDnicbVLNjtMwEHay/CzhrwtHLhZVpERCVbJCAgkhreDCaVUE3a1oSuU4TmtqJ1E8gVTZvMNe4UG4Ia68As/BC2CnFZBdRrL0zTfzzYzHjgvBFQTBT8veu3L12vX9G87NW7fv3B0c3DtReVVSNqG5yMtpTBQTPGMT4CDYtCgZkbFgp/H6pYmffmSl4nn2FjYFm0uyzHjKKQFNLQ6sPTeKZfOmXaw9ONMQ1z5+jv9y/vsmYnWBvVR7ho5gxYC0/rMuqW791nHH3ruzqY9dLQRWQykblacgSa1L6DS+9PASGzXeqjut6WRivuNGn3jCgIuENduiumYkCawoEc1x6wWPcOfGOhi2RtBv4430FGm/wZ+S2NTEuO504xX3+jM47vFiMAxGQWf4Mgh3YIh2Nl4MfkVJTivJMqCCKDULgwLmDSmBU8FaJ6oUKwhdkyWbaZgRydS86V6rxa5mEpzmpT4Z4I79V9EQqdRGxjrT3FldjBnyf7FZBenTecOzogKW0W2jtBIYcmyeHie8ZBTERgNCS65nxXRFSkJBf5Bel1i2fd8QekvhxZ1cBieHozAYha8fD49e7Pa1jx6gh8hDIXqCjtArNEYTRK0P1rn12fpin9tf7W/2922qbe0091HP7B+/Aas38yo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M0TOBnMRBP0HGv+RZu+c16Ox3bc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M0TOBnMRBP0HGv+RZu+c16Ox3bc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M0TOBnMRBP0HGv+RZu+c16Ox3bc=">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</latexit>

exp(.)
<latexit sha1_base64="TUxWpMVsSHo2IM9YQcmH1WIvBzg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUxWpMVsSHo2IM9YQcmH1WIvBzg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUxWpMVsSHo2IM9YQcmH1WIvBzg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUxWpMVsSHo2IM9YQcmH1WIvBzg=">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</latexit>

Hazard Ratios

VAE prior

Input Features

Representation Mixture Weights

Baseline Survival Functions

Cluster Specific Survival Functions

Individual Survival Function

Encoder

�k(t), Sk(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">AAADO3icbVJNi9RAEO3ErzV+zerRS+MQSGAZEhEURFj04mkZ0dkdnIxDp9OZaaY7CekazZDN7/DX7FV/g2dv4k28250Mutm1oeHVq3qvKpWOC8EVBME3y75y9dr1G3s3nVu379y9N9i/f6zyTUnZhOYiL6cxUUzwjE2Ag2DTomRExoKdxOtXJn/ykZWK59k72BZsLsky4ymnBDS12LcCN4pl/bZZrD041RBXPn6B/3H+hzpiVYG9VEeGjmDFgDT+87aoavzGccfe+9Opj10tBFZBKWuVpyBJpS10GV96eImNGnfqVms6mZzvuNEnnjDgImF1Z6o9I0lgRYmojxovOMBtGOtk2BhBv403MlOk/Q5/PbExxbhqheMV9/pDOO6R5vU3ahena5PWkdA7TEi3goPz+1gMhsEoaA++DMIdGKLdGS8Gv6IkpxvJMqCCKDULgwLmNSmBU8EaJ9ooVhC6Jks20zAjkql53f7aBruaSXCal/pmgFv2vKImUqmtjHWlmVxdzBnyf7nZBtJn85pnxQZYRrtG6UZgyLF5JzjhJaMgthoQWnI9K6YrUhIK+jX1usSy6ceG0FsKL+7kMjh+PAqDUfjmyfDw5W5fe+gheoQ8FKKn6BC9RmM0QdT6bJ1ZX6yv9pn93f5h/+xKbWuneYB6x/79B7HnA+Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">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</latexit>

�k(t), Sk(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">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</latexit>

�k(t), Sk(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">AAADO3icbVJNi9RAEO3ErzV+zerRS+MQSGAZEhEURFj04mkZ0dkdnIxDp9OZaaY7CekazZDN7/DX7FV/g2dv4k28250Mutm1oeHVq3qvKpWOC8EVBME3y75y9dr1G3s3nVu379y9N9i/f6zyTUnZhOYiL6cxUUzwjE2Ag2DTomRExoKdxOtXJn/ykZWK59k72BZsLsky4ymnBDS12LcCN4pl/bZZrD041RBXPn6B/3H+hzpiVYG9VEeGjmDFgDT+87aoavzGccfe+9Opj10tBFZBKWuVpyBJpS10GV96eImNGnfqVms6mZzvuNEnnjDgImF1Z6o9I0lgRYmojxovOMBtGOtk2BhBv403MlOk/Q5/PbExxbhqheMV9/pDOO6R5vU3ahena5PWkdA7TEi3goPz+1gMhsEoaA++DMIdGKLdGS8Gv6IkpxvJMqCCKDULgwLmNSmBU8EaJ9ooVhC6Jks20zAjkql53f7aBruaSXCal/pmgFv2vKImUqmtjHWlmVxdzBnyf7nZBtJn85pnxQZYRrtG6UZgyLF5JzjhJaMgthoQWnI9K6YrUhIK+jX1usSy6ceG0FsKL+7kMjh+PAqDUfjmyfDw5W5fe+gheoQ8FKKn6BC9RmM0QdT6bJ1ZX6yv9pn93f5h/+xKbWuneYB6x/79B7HnA+Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfFxqFvVu850STUjfEhLLzXhnzQ=">AAADO3icbVJNi9RAEO3ErzV+zerRS+MQSGAZEhEURFj04mkZ0dkdnIxDp9OZaaY7CekazZDN7/DX7FV/g2dv4k28250Mutm1oeHVq3qvKpWOC8EVBME3y75y9dr1G3s3nVu379y9N9i/f6zyTUnZhOYiL6cxUUzwjE2Ag2DTomRExoKdxOtXJn/ykZWK59k72BZsLsky4ymnBDS12LcCN4pl/bZZrD041RBXPn6B/3H+hzpiVYG9VEeGjmDFgDT+87aoavzGccfe+9Opj10tBFZBKWuVpyBJpS10GV96eImNGnfqVms6mZzvuNEnnjDgImF1Z6o9I0lgRYmojxovOMBtGOtk2BhBv403MlOk/Q5/PbExxbhqheMV9/pDOO6R5vU3ahena5PWkdA7TEi3goPz+1gMhsEoaA++DMIdGKLdGS8Gv6IkpxvJMqCCKDULgwLmNSmBU8EaJ9ooVhC6Jks20zAjkql53f7aBruaSXCal/pmgFv2vKImUqmtjHWlmVxdzBnyf7nZBtJn85pnxQZYRrtG6UZgyLF5JzjhJaMgthoQWnI9K6YrUhIK+jX1usSy6ceG0FsKL+7kMjh+PAqDUfjmyfDw5W5fe+gheoQ8FKKn6BC9RmM0QdT6bJ1ZX6yv9pn93f5h/+xKbWuneYB6x/79B7HnA+Q=</latexit>

PH

PH

PH
P(T > t|X) = S(t|x)
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Figure 1: Deep Cox Mixtures: Representation of the individual covariates x are generated
using an encoding neural network. The output representation ex then interacts with linear
functions f and g that determine the proportional hazards within each cluster Z 2 {1, 2, ...K}
and the mixing weights P(Z|X) respectively. For each cluster, baseline survival rates Sk(t)
are estimated non-parametrically. The final individual survival curve S(t|x) is an average
over the cluster specific individual survival curves weighted by the mixing probabilities
P(Z|X = x).

3.1. Notation

We consider a dataset of right censored observations D = {(xi, �i, ui)}Ni=1 of three tuples,
where xi are the covariates of an individual i, �i is an indicator of whether an event occured
or not and ui is either the time of event or censoring as indicated by �i.

We consider a maximum likelihood (MLE) based approach to learning S(t|x) = P(T >
t|X = x) from the data. Recall that the survival distribution S(t|x) is isomorphic to
the cumulative hazard function ⇤(t|x), and under continuity, this is equivalent to the
hazard function �(t|x). As a result, we will refer them in the parameters of the likelihood

⇤
In healthcare, it is typically ethical to include demographic information like race and gender when

estimating outcomes. If there are strong reasons to believe that such information does not cause the outcome,

other definitions of algorithmic fairness might be more valid.
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interchangeably. Lin (2007) shows that the likelihood of the observed data D is, up to
constant factors,

L (⇤) =

|D |Y

i=1

(�(ui|xi))
�i S(ui|xi). (1)

In the following sections, we show how plugging in specific functional forms for S(t|x) allows
us to derive survival function estimators.

3.2. MLE for the standard Cox PH model

The key idea behind the Cox model is to assume that the conditional hazard of an individual,
is �(t|x) = �0(t) exp

�
f(✓, x)

�
, where f is typically a linear function. Under the Cox model,

the full likelihood as in equation 1 is

L (✓,⇤0) =

|D |Y

i=1

✓
�0(ui) exp

�
f(✓, xi)

�◆�i

S0(ui)
exp

�
f(✓;xi)

�
(2)

Cox (1972) and the discussion of his paper by Breslow (1972), suggest deriving a maximum
likelihood estimate of ✓ by maximizing the partial likelihood, PL (✓) defined below, and
using the following estimator of the baseline survival function ⇤0(·),

PL (✓) =
Y

i:�i=1

exp
�
f(✓; xi)

�
P

j2R(ti)
exp

�
f(✓; xj)

� , b⇤0(t) =
X

i:ti<t

1
P

j2R(ti)
exp

�
f(b✓; xj)

� , (3)

where R(ti) is the ‘risk set’ – the set of individuals that survived beyond time ti.

3.3. Proposed Model

In the case of DCM we propose an extension to the Cox model, modeling an individual’s
survival function using a finite mixture of K Cox models, with the assignment of an individual
i to each latent group mediated by a gating function g(.) The full likelihood for this model is

L (✓,⇤k) =

|D |Y

i=1

Z

Z
(�(ui|xi))

�i Sk(ui|xi)P(Z = k|xi).

where, �(ui|xi) = �k(ui) exp
�
fk(✓, xi)

�
, Sk(ui|xi) = Sk(ui)

exp
�
fk(✓;xi)

�

and, P(Z = k|X = xi) = softmax
�
g(✓; xi)

�
(4)

Architecture: We allow the model to learn representations for the covariates xi by passing
them through a encoding neural network, �(.) : Rd ! Rh. This representation then interacts
with linear functions f and g defined on Rh ! Rk; that determine the log hazard ratios and
the mixture weights respectively. The set of parameters for the encoder � and the linear
functions f and g are jointly notated as ✓. We experiment with a simple feed forward MLP
and a variational auto-encoder for �(.) The parameters of the MLP and the VAE are learnt
jointly during learning. For the VAE variant the encoder and the decoder architecture is
kept the same. We also experiment with a variant that doesn’t use representation learning
and thus the functions f and g are linear and restricted to operate on the original features x.
Figure 1 provides a schematic description of our approach.
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Conclusion

• Last lecture and this, we tackled two challenges that 
commonly arise in supervised learning in health care
1. Classification with noisy labels
2. Regression with censored labels

• Strong assumptions allowed us to develop simple 
solutions
– 𝑋 ⊥ '𝑌| 𝑌 (noise rate constant for all examples)
– 𝐶 ⊥ 𝑇 | 𝑋 (censoring time independent of survival time)

• Can we relax these assumptions? Can we do survival 
modeling with noisy labels?
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